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ABSTRACT 

An increased demand by consumers for more prescription drug 

information has resulted in many consumer-oriented books on the subject. 

Fourteen such books were identified and assessed for readability, completeness, 

and accuracy. 

Ten drugs were randomly selected for review from among the 225 most 

frequently prescribed brand name and generic drugs for 1980. The Caylor formula 

was selected to evaluate readability. The thirteen points from ASHP's "Statement 

on Pharmacist-Conducted Patient Counseling" served as the basis by which 

completeness was measured. The United States Pharmacopeia Dispensing 

Information (USP PI) served as the standard professional reference for counseling 

patients about their medicines. It was used to test the completeness and accuracy 

of each book. 

Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) were selected for 

the readability and completeness sections. 

Readability means ranged from ninth grade to college level. The 

intrabook readability range width ranged from less than one grade level to over 

four grade levels. Completeness ranged from less than 30% to over 75% of the 

information provided by the USP PI. All test books achieved a minimum 

accepatble level of accuracy relative to the USP PI. Finally, the books were rated 

and ranked by various factors related to their readability and completeness. 

viii 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Consumer demand for information about prescription drugs has increased 

in recent years. Morris, Mazis and Gordon (1977) conducted a poll in 1973 and 

found that 49% of the respondents desired additional information about 

prescription medicines. Survey respondents indicated that they were particularly 

interested in receiving the information in a written form which could be readily 

understood by the lay person. Oneck, Greenberger and Ensminger (1975) petitioned 

the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on behalf of several 

consumer groups requesting that written patient information be dispensed along 

with prescription medicines. Pressure from the public eventually led to the 

introduction of the Drug Regulation Reform Act of 1978 which contained a 

provision resulting in enhanced labeling for a wide variety of prescription 

medicines (Morris and Halperin 1979). This enhanced labeling emerged later as the 

"Patient Package Insert" or PPI. 

With the election of Ronald Reagan, government deregulation has become 

fashionable. As a result of changes in governmental policy reflecting this 

deregulatory attitude, the proposed regulations requiring PPrs have been 

withdrawn (Federal Register 1982). Increased demand and decreased regulation, 

along with other factors, have led to a multitude of books which provide consumers 

with information about prescription medicines. Consumers are confronted with a 

wide variety of books from which to choose, books written by physicians, books 
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written by pharmacists, and still other books written by persons with little or no 

formal training in the health field. 

Statement of Problem 

The number of publications available on the topic of prescription 

medicines has left the consumer facing a dilemma when selecting a book for home 

use. Which books can be understood by the consumer with less than a college level 

education? Which book contains the most information about the greatest number 

of drugs? Which book presents information based upon legitimate research rather 

than upon testimonials? 

It would be difficult and time consuming for the public to research these 

questions in an attempt to identify that ideal book which provides the best 

combination of readability, completeness, and accuracy. A book written at a 

seventh grade level, but not containing every possible side effect known to occur, 

may be quite acceptable to the blue collar worker with a high school education. A 

different source which includes in-depth discussions of pharmacology may be more 

appropriate for the university biology professor. A third publication may address 

potential addiction liabilities or adverse reactions at great length, but the 

information presented may be based as much upon the author's personal 

experiences as upon bona fide research. 

Unfortunately, rather than reviewing the many books available, consumers 

may be inclined to purchase a drug information book based upon newspaper or 

magazine advertisements, or upon the recommendations of family and friends. 

Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of the present study is to objectively evaluate currently 

available drug information books targeted for the consumer. Objectives of the 
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study are to evaluate each publication reviewed for readability, completeness, and 

accuracy. The completeness and accuracy of the books evaluated will be compared 

to a standard professional reference for counseling patients about their medicines, 

the United States Pharmacopeia Convention's United States Pharmacopeia 

Dispensing Information, or USP PI. The goal of this study is to provide the 

consumer with the information necessary to make a more informed decision when 

selecting from among the many sources of drug information available to the public. 

Importance of Study 

The publications available on the shelves of community bookstores which 

present information about prescription medications are marketed with the lay 

consumer in mind. Many of these books are titled in such a way that they suggest 

that they will unlock for the consumer all of the secrets about drugs known only to 

their physician or pharmacist. The People's Pharmacy, About Your Medicines, The 

Essential Guide to Prescription Prugs, Your Medicine Chest: A Consumer's Guide 

to the Effects of Prescription and Nonprescription Prugs, and the Good 

Housekeeping Guide to Medications and Prugs are just a few of the titles which 

promise to unravel the mysteries of medications. The cover of one of these 

publications boasts that the book is "clearly written," "up-to-date," "clear, 

authorative," and contains "the most compehensive advice for the patient." Almost 

all of the books in this class make similar claims. 

Are those publications truly written at the eighth grade level of 

comprehension which is readily understood by 80-85% of the population (Bast and 

Angaran 1978, Adams et al. 1979, Holcomb 1981)? What about those consumers 

who read at levels well below the eighth grade (Wingert, Grubbs and Friedman 

1969, Ryan and McMahon 1977), do these books cater to their needs? 
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Unfortunately, readability levels of books are not usually well-controlled 

unless the book is designed to teach reading (Sporado, Robinson and Smith 1980). 

Rather, publishers place emphasis on type size, number of lines per page and 

illustrations, characteristics which appeal to the consumer, but do not affect basic 

readability (Fry 1969). Even when health information material is judiciously edited 

to a fourth grade reading level, instructional value and informational content can 

be retained (Mohammed 1964). To identify those books which will be most readily 

understood by the majority of consumers, it is important to estimate the reading 

levels at which these books are written. 

The number of drug entities discussed by a given book is another 

important criterion. While most consumers are indeed prescribed medicines from 

among the 200 most frequently prescribed drugs, books providing drug information 

may cover only the 100 most frequently prescribred drugs, or may provide more 

information about drugs among the top fifty than for other drugs discussed. 

Additionally, a consumer may not be able to find any information about the drug at 

all. This situation could lead to undue anxiety and/or noncompliance with the 

prescribed therapy regimen (Ley, Jain and Skilkeck 1976). 

When evaluating books, Gaver (1969) points out that criteria such as 

accuracy and authenticity are as important as readability. This is especially 

critical in providing drug information. Misinformation or misleading information 

could result in harm if a book inappropriately convinced a consumer that an 

antibiotic or a high blood pressure medicine was unnecessary, or that the drug was 

more dangerous than the disease being treated. 
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Definition of Terms 

Accuracy; The validity of statements in a book about a particular drug; 

accurate statements are those which can be substantiated by legitimate research 

or by professional consensus. 

Completeness; Both the number of drug entities included in a book and 

the number of specific areas (drug name, indications, dosage form characteristics, 

special directions for preparation and/or administration, precautions, side effects, 

self-monitoring techniques, storage, interactions, refill information, patient 

actions) covered in each drug monograph. 

Consumer; Also lay consumer, any person with no formal training in the 

area of pharmacology. 

Currently available; Consumer-oriented drug information books which are 

listed in Books in Print (1982), which are found on the shelves of local bookstores or 

libraries, or which are brought to the public's attention through advertising. 

Drug information; Any statements made about specific drugs or 

pharmacologic or therapeutic classes of drugs. 

Professional consensus; Agreement among experts from different health-

related professions such as medicine, pharmacy, dentistry, nursing, chemistry and 

biology. 

Readability; The ease with which a piece of writing will be understood by 

the audience for whom it was intended. Readability is usually considered in terms 

of vocabulary complexity (based upon the number of syllables in the piece of 

writing) and grammatical complexity (based upon the number and length of 

sentences in the piece of writing). 

Standard professional reference for counseling patients about their 

medicines; The United States Pharmacopeia Dispensing Information, 1983 edition, 
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volumes 1 (Drug Information for the Health Care Provider) and 2 (Advice for the 

Patient). 

Test book; A book containing information about drugs which is targeted 

for consumers and is being evaluated in this study. 

Scope and Delimitations 

Only the most recent edition of each book which is readily available to 

consumers will be evaluated. As the number of drug products which could be 

covered in these publications numbers in the hundreds, a representative sample will 

be randomly selected from among the 200 most frequently prescribed drugs during 

1980 (Anon. 1981). Only this representative sample of drugs will be reviewed in 

each book. 

The following chapter of this paper will present a review of the pertinent 

literature, concentrating on the. various tests of readability available and on 

previous evaluations of consumer-oriented health materials. The methodologies to 

be used in the study will follow the literature review. The results of the 

evaluations and a discussion of the results and conclusions will constitute the 

remaining sections of this paper. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Readability 

Many definitions for readability have been developed over the years, the 

concept being described by Herbert Spencer as early as 1852 (Harris and Jacobsen 

1979). Without actually using the term, Spencer expressed readability as "economy 

of the reader's attention," and "least possible mental effort." "Economy" was 

further defined as "efficiency of effort to improve understanding" and "variety of 

presentation (stylistic variety) to achieve interest and delight." Over 100 years 

later, Smith (1961) offered a refined definition of readability, proposing that the 

concept referred to the "quality of a piece of reading matter that makes it 

interesting and understandable to those for whom it was written." 

Spencer and Smith both describe the concept of readability in terms of 

"understanding" and "interest." Neither of these authors define "understanding" or 

"interest" further, leaving the meanings of these terms open to reader 

interpretation. Ligouri attempts to define "understanding" and "interest" by 

breaking these ideas down into components (Ligouri 1978). "Understanding" may be 

thought of in terms of structural elements such as vocabulary, sentence length and 

grammatical complexity. "Interest" is made up of those characteristics identified 

ealier by Fry (1969) as not affecting basic readability much, characteristics Ligouri 

terms the "design elements" of readability. These elements include page and type 

size, line spacing, margins, contrast, color, illustrations or graphics. Ligouri 
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proposes that the function of design is to enhance the readability of the primary 

structural elements. Fry proposes that the function of design is to sell more books. 

Klare has been involved in reading research for many years, and is widely 

recognized as a bibliographer of readability studies (Fry 1977). Klare (1974) claims 

that one of the problems in mass communication is how to determine whether a 

particular piece of writing is likely to be understood by a particular group of 

readers. Klare suggests three solutions to this dilemma, "guessing," comprehension 

tests covering the material, or the use of readability formulas. 

By "guessing," Klare means judgements made by experts in reading. 

Although a useful technique, Klare criticizes this method because as the evaluation 

task becomes more complex, questions of reliability, validity and of time and 

effort become more serious. Comprehension tests can overcome the validity and 

reliability problems encountered with the use of judges; however, Klare points out 

that these gains must be weighed against the time and precision required in 

constructing such tests. Because of the practical difficulties encountered in 

formulating comprehension tests, most writers and teachers are likely to opt for a 

readability formula (Klare 1974). Such formulas have been devised statistically to 

"predict" comprehension test scores; no actual reader participation is needed 

(Klare 1974). 

Readability-Theoretical Foundations of the Formulas 

By using counts of language variables (usually sentence length and word 

length) in a piece of writing, readability formulas provide an index of probable 

difficulty for readers (Klare 1974). Sentence length is considered to provide a good 

measure of grammatical complexity, and word length (determined by the number of 

syllables) provides a fair index of vocabulary difficulty (Fry 1969). Although most 
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readability formulas use both sentence length and word length, Sporado, et al. 

(1980) have found that syllable counts (word length) correlate more directly with 

reading difficulty than does sentence length. Few readability formulas have 

emerged which make use of the findings of Sporado and his colleagues. 

Validation of readability formulas is usually accomplished by comparing a 

grade level assignment from a formula to scores from comprehension tests on the 

same piece of writing. Most frequently, the test lessons developed by McCall and 

Crabbs (Klare 1974) have been used to validate the results of readability formulas. 

Klare finds these lessons useful statistically because 100 or so passage covering a 

wide range of difficulty have been developed, and over fifty years of use have 

provided detailed grade scores. The test lessons were revised in 1950; however, 

Powers, Sumner and Kearl (1958) point out that the range of difficulty was 

restricted by omitting some of the more difficult passges from the revised edition. 

They therefore conclude that the original 1926 version is preferable for developing 

readability formulas. 

Another instrument used to validate readability formulas is the 

comprehension test known as the Cloze test. Miller (1974) has compared the 

characteristics of the McCall-Crabbs comprehension test to those of the Cloze 

test, finding the Cloze test to be superior based upon the following arguments: 

1. In a Cloze comprehension test, reader-examinees guess and fill 
in deleted words (usually every fifth word) in a passage as they 
read the passage; in multiple-choice tests (such as McCall-
Crabbs), reader-examinees read a passage and then answer 
multiple-choice questions about that passage. 

2. A Cloze test measures the difficulty of a passage, not the 
difficulty of the questions about the passage; in the multiple-
choice test, questions may be easier or more difficult to 
understand than the passage itself, questions may fail to sample 
passage material adequately, etc. 
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3. A Cloze test measures what the reader actually brings to the 
passage in terms of content knowledge. In a multiple-choice 
test, questions about the passage make it difficult to determine 
how much an examinee knew about the pasage content before he 
read it or how much he learned from the passage after he read 
it. 

4. A Cloze test measures the difficulty of every word, phrase or 
sentence in a passage (if all Cloze versions of that passage are 
used). In a multiple-choice test, questions cannot be as precise 
in measuring intrasentence meanings and relationships. 

Comprehension tests which measure reading comprehension most 

accurately will yield formulas with greater predictive value (Miller 1974); however, 

criticisms can be leveled at the Cloze test as well as at multiple-choice tests. 

When taking a Cloze test, a respondent may use a synonym for a missing word. 

How is this scored? If every fifth word of one Cloze version of a passage is 

particulary difficult or particulary easy, the respondents with that specific Cloze 

version of a passage may skew the results of the test. Respondents cannot, of 

course, be tested on more than one Cloze version (of a given passage) for the 

purpose of cross-validation because of the effects from testing with previous 

versions. 

Miller (1974) compared the predictive capabilities of the Dale-Chall 

formula, a formula validated using McCall-Crabbs test lessons, and the Bormouth 

formula, validated using the Cloze comprehension test. Miller compared results 

from the readability formulas to the results obtained from both a multiple-choice 

comprehension test and a Cloze comprehension test for a specific passage. When 

the results from each formula were compared to the results of either 

comprehension test, no significant difference was found to exist in the predictive 

powers of the two readability formulas. The results from each formula however, 

were found to correlate consistently higher with the results from the Cloze 

comprehension test than with those from the multiple-choice test. Miller 
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concludes that because higher correlations were achieved with the Cloze test, it 

should be used to develop future readability formulas. He concedes that because 

no differenee was found between the two formulas compared, formula selection 

remains a matter of personal preference rather than a matter of statistical 

validity. 

Readability-A Review of Formulas 

A myriad of readability formulas have been developed since the 1920's. 

Only selected older formulas cited by Klare (1974) as remaining in widespread use 

will be reviewed here. For a more complete description of the various readability 

formulas which have emerged over the last six decades, the reader is referred to 

Klare's reviews (Klare 1963 and Klare 1974). 

Lorge Formula 

Proposed in 1939, the Lorge formula was perhaps the first of the modern, 

easy-to-use formulas (Klare 1974). The Lorge formula, designed to measure the 

readability of materials for grades 3-12, was modified over the next thirty years 

and evolved to its present form: 

Grade level = 10 (ratio of hard words) 
+ 0.7 (average sentence length) 

where a "hard word" is defined as a word 
not appearing on the Dale list of 769 words. 

The original Lorge formula was found to correlate by a factor of 0.77 with the 

McCall-Crabbs test lessons. 

Dale-Chall Formula 

The Dale-Chall readability formula was developed in 1948 and is cited by 

Klare and others as being the most accurate (valid) of the formulas intended for 
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adult materials (Dale and Chall 1948a, Powers, et al, 1958, and Klare 1963). Dale 

and Chall (1948a) propose a rather complex formula involving word counts and 

determinations as to whether or not words appear on a list of 3000 "common" 

words. Many different rules must be followed in determining which forms of a 

word (plural, participle, inflection, etc.) are considered to be "included" on the list 

(Dale and Chall 1948b). The words appearing on the list of 3000 "common" words 

are those selected by eighty percent of fourth grade students as being familiar 

words. The authors do not tell the reader how words were originally selected for 

testing, nor the number of words originally selected for testing. The reader does 

not learn how many students participated in the testing, the demographics of the 

fourth graders involved nor over how many years this data was collected. Readers 

today must also keep in mind that words which may be familiar to today's fourth 

graders (i.e. "television") may not have even existed forty years ago. 

Despite any shortcomings, the Dale-Chall formula has developed into one 

of the two most widely used readability formulas (Klare 1974). The formula is 

given below (Dale and Chall 1948a, and Klare 1974): 

Xc = 0.1579xi + 0.0496x2 + 3.6365 
50 where: 

Xc a reading grade score of a reader who could receive 
50 a score of 50% on a McCall-Crabbs test. 

Xi = Dale score (percentage of words outside the list of 3000 words). 
X2 = average sentence length in words. 

The reading grade score was found not to correlate well with grade levels, 

so Dale and Chall (1948a) developed a scale of Corrected Grade Levels to be used 

with the reading scores (See Table 1). 

The authors indicate that corrected grade levels provide a more usable 

means of placing materials within the comprehension of the various grades. The 

Corrected Grade Level is interpreted in the following manner: A given piece of 
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writing with a score of 5.2 (corresponding to a Corrected Grade Level of V-VI) 

should be within the comprehension of children who have fifth to sixth grade 

reading abilities. For adults, the corrected Grade Level may interpreted as 

representing the number of years of schooling required to read a particular piece 

with ease and understanding. A score of 6.3, corresponding to a Corrected Grade 

Level of VII-VIII, means that the material should be within the comprehension of 

the average adult who has had eight and one-half years of schooling. 

"Comprehension" at a given grade level is achieved if readers at that grade level 

can correctly answer 5096-75% of the questions asked on the reading material. 

TABLE 1 

Corrected Grade Levels for Dale-Chall Scores 

Score 
Corrected 

Grade Level 

^ 4.9 Grade IV and Below 

5.0-5.9 V-VI 

6.0-6.9 VII-VIII 

7.0-7.9 IX-X 

8.0-8.9 XI-XII 

9.0-9.9 College 

^ 10.0 College Graduate 

To validate the formula, Dale and Chall (1948a) constructed several 

experiments to compare the formula predictions with the judgements of 

experienced teachers, "experts" in readability and actual comprehension test scores 

of readers on passages. On fifty-five passages of health education materials, 
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formula predictions correlated 0.92 with the experts and 0.90 with the reading 

grade levels of children and adults who were able to answer three to four questions 

asked on each of thirty passages. Once again, the authors fail to provide the 

reader with some useful information such as how many "children and adults" were 

selected, demographics about the "children and adults," and whether or not the 

"experts" here were experts in readability or experts in health education. 

On seventy-eight passages on foreign affairs from magazines, 

governmental pamphlets and newspapers, the correlation between formula 

predictions and judgements by expert teachers in social studies was 0.90. No 

comprehension tests were apparently given on the materials evaluated, nor were 

readability experts apparently utilized in this phase of the validation procedure. 

Fortunately, Dale and Chall did not rely solely on the results of their own 

tests to claim their formula valid. Comparing the results of their formula to the 

results from the McCall-Crabbs test lessons, Dale and Chall (1948a) report a 

correlation of 0.6883. Dale and Chall compared this to a correlation of 0.66 

between McCall-Crabbs and both the Lorge and Flesch formulas, but fail to 

indicate if any differences are statistically significant. 

Although the 0.68 correlation coefficient between the Dale-Chall formula 

and the McCall-Crabbs test lessons is far from perfect, Klare points out that Dale-

Chall has consistently proven to more accurate than other formulas (Klare 1963). 

This claim has been substantiated by Powers, et al. (1958), who revalidated several 

reading formulas, including Dale-Chall, using the revised McCall-Crabbs test 

lessons from 1950. These researchers found that the Dale-Chall formula remained 

the most valid instrument among those readability formulas tested. 

In considering the validity of the Dale-Chall formula today, one must ask 

whether or not changes have occurred in the vocabularies or reading abilities of 
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students since Dale and Chall's work (Holmquist 1968). This question of the 

validity of Dale and Chall's formula was brought to light partly as a result of the 

work by Brown (1965) who extracted seven words from third and fourth grade 

science textbooks and added these to the Dale list of 3000 "common" words. Using 

this modified word list, the predicted grade levels of a high school general science 

text and a high school physics textbook dropped from level XI-XII (based on the 

traditional 3000-word list) to level IX-X. 

Flesch Formula 

The most accurate formula is the Dale-Chall formula; however, it is not 

the most widely used. According to Klare (1963), this honor goes to the Flesch 

Reading Ease Formula. Because of its widespread use, more research data has 

been collected on this formula than on any other (Klare 1963). This popularity is 

sometimes the only reason provided by an investigator to justify the selection of 

the Flesch formula (Ligouri 1978, Sporado, et al. 1980, Holcomb 1981). 

The Flesch Reading Ease Formula takes the following form (Flesch 1950 

and Klare 1974): 

RE = 206.835 - 0.846wl - 1.015sl 
where wl = number of syllables per 100 words 

and si = number of words (average) per sentence 

The Flesch Reading Ease Formula provides ratings from zero (almost 

unreadable) to 100 (very readable). No grade level equivalents are provided by 

Flesch, although these have been developed by others (Ligouri 1978). The formula 

has been found to correlate between 0.66 and 0.70 with the McCall-Crabbs lessons 

(Dale and Chall 1948a and Klare 1974). 
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The original Flesch formula was simplified soon after its release (Farr, 

Jenkins and Paterson 1951): 

New Reading Ease Index - 1.59nosw - 1.015sl - 31.517 
where nosw = number of one-syllable words per 100 words, 

and si = sentence length. 

Farr and his coworkers found that it is much easier to count the number of one-

syllable words in a 100-word passage than to count all of the syllables in that 

passage. This formula correlated by factors of 0.93 and 0.95 with the original 

Flesch formula on two different passages. 

The Farr-Jenkins-Paterson version of the Flesch formula would seem to 

be the preferable method of assessing readability because of its greater ease of 

application over the original Flesch formula. Further validation studies are 

necessary however, before the FarmJenkins-Paterson formula gains the acceptance 

accorded the original Flesch Reading Ease Formula. 

Devereux Formula 

Developed by Smith (1961) and named in honor of the institute for which 

he worked, the Devereux formula purports to be faster than using a word list and 

simpler than using syllable counts. This formula, shown below, involves a count of 

the average number of character spaces (letters, numbers and punctuation marks): 

Grade placement - 1.56 wl + 0.19sl - 6.49 

or 

Readability Index = 8WL + SL 

When the Readablity Index is used, the predicted value is located on a table 

developed by Smith which then renders the corresponding grade level. 

The Devereux formula is unsusal in that it was not validated against 

either the McCall-Crabbs test lessons nor the Cloze comprehension test. Rather, 
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it was validated against booklets in the Reading for Meaning series, which 

"experience had indicated where accurately graded," for grades 4-12 (Smith 1961). 

Smith found that his readability index correlated well (Rho = 1.00) to the 

recommended reading levels proposed by the publisher. Obvious questions 

concerning the validity of this method arise. Why have no other investigators 

before or since validated their instruments against this series of books? Why does 

Smith not validate the Dale-Chall or Flesch formulas using the Reading for 

Meaning series? Why do other readability specialists (notably Klare) fail to 

mention the Reading for Meaning series as a validating instrument? 

Apparently, such questions have been considered by others. These 

considerations may outweigh this formula's ease of applicability as evidenced by its 

absence from the literature since its development. 

Fry Readability Graph 

Investigators continued to improve upon readability formulas and 

instruments, one such improvement being the Fry Readability Graph (Fry 1968). 

The Readability Graph was originally developed in Uganda and was first used 

mostly by British readers. The version presented by Fry in the Journal of Reading 

(1968) was developed for use in the American educational system. 

Fry did not base the construction of his graph on any statistical theories 

or previously-developed formulas. Rather, "Grade level designations were 

determined by plotting lots of books which publishers said were 3rd grade readers, 

5th grade readers, etc.," looking for clusters and then smoothing the curve. The 

grade level areas were adjusted after some use and correlational studies. 

Fry's less-than-scientific method of constructing the graph leads one to 

question the validity of the results obtained from the graph. One of Fry's graduate 
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students selected ten books used in his tenth grade English classes and constructed 

comprehension tests (true/false, multiple-choice and short answer essay). This 

student then determined the correlation coefficients between the comprehension 

test results and the Readability Graph, the Dale-Chall formula, the Flesch formula 

and two other formulas. The results of this validation are shown in Table 2. 

As seen in the table, the Fry Readability Graph correlated 0.93 with the 

comprehension test results; Dale-Chall correlated 0.90 and Flesch correlated 0.94. 

Fry's Graph correlated 0.94 with the Dale-Chall formula and 0.96 with the Flesch 

TABLE 2 

Intercorrelation of Five Readability Methods' Grade . 
Level Ratings and Student Comprehension of Ten Booksa' 

Readability Dale- Student 
Method Fry SRA Botel Chall Flesch Comprehension 

Fry — - 0.98 0.78 0.94 0.96 0.93 

SRA 0.98 0.81 0.95 0.98 0.90 

Botel 0.78 0.81 0.82 0.73 0.64 

Dale-Chall 0.94 0.95 0.82 0.95 0.90 

Flesch 0.96 0.98 0,73 0.95 - - 0.94 

Student 
Comprehension 0.93 0.90 0.64 0.90 0.94 

aFrom Fry (1968) 

*A rank order cor 
A rank order correlation of 0.75 is significant at = 0.01. 

bA rank order correlation of 0.56 is significant at = 0.05. 
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formula, very respectable correlations which would justify using the less-

cumbersome Fry Graph in place of the older, time-proven instruments. Fry (1968) 

concludes that the Readability Graph and the Flesch formula intercorrelate higher 

than the Graph and the Dale-Chall formula because both the Graph and the Flesch 

formula are based upon syllable counts and sentence length. The Dale-Chall 

formula is based on a different input, a word list. Fry also notes that Dale-Chall 

rates several books as being more difficult than the Graph, which he attributes to 

the fact that the Dale list of 3000 words was developed twenty years before the 

Readability Graph. This again brings up the question of using the traditional, 

unmodified Dale list of words in analyzing books written since the 1940's. 

Other Formulas 

For a more thorough discussion of each of the remaining formulas, the 

reader is referred to the works referenced in each section. 

Gunning's Fog Index. Gunning's Fog Index (Gunning 1968 and Klare 1974) 

is a simplified formula involving average sentence length and syllable counts as do 

so many other formulas: 

Reading grade level - 0.4(average sentence length + 
percentage of words with 3 or more syllables) 

The formula is named as a result of Gunning's pleadings with writers to clear the 

"fog" from their work by writing simply and clearly. 

SMOG Formula. McLaughlin (1969) developed the so-called SMOG 

formula. This formula was named partly in "honor" of Gunning's Fog Index, and 

partly in honor of the air quality of McLaughlin's home town of London. 

McLaughlin validated his instrument by comparing formula results to results from 

comprehension tests which he contrived. These comprehension tests, given to a 

small number of college students, correlated well with predictions from his 
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formula, so McLaughlin declared his formula valid. Only later would Carver (1976) 

compare the SMOG formula to older, accepted tests of readability and verify 

McLaughlin's claims of validity (See Table 3.). 

Rauding Scale. Carver (1976) created the Rauding Scale of Prose 

Difficutly, actually not a formula at all, but rather a method which utilizes 

judgements by "qualified" experts. The word "Rauding" is derived by contracting 

the words "reading" and "understanding." 

"Experts" become qualified as such by reading several "anchor" passages 

somehow written to represent grade levels 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, and 17. Persons who 

correctly rate the passages after reading them are designated as being "expert." 

Anchor pasages are then used as the basis by which test passages are rated. A 

TABLE 3 

Intercorrelation Among Different Tests of Readabilitya 

Tests Flesch 
Dale-
Chall SMOG Fry Cloze 

Flesch -0.92 -0.97 -0.95 -0.81 

Dale-Chall -0.92 - - 0.86 -0.85 -0.84 

SMOG -0.97 0.86 0.89 -0.79 

Fry -0.95 0.85 0.89 -0.82 

Cloze -0.81 -0.84 -0.79 -0.82 

aModified from Carver (1976) 
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passage opinioned by a judge to be more difficult than the anchor passage at grade 

level five but slightly easier than the anchor passage at grade level eight would be 

assigned a grade level of seven. Carver claims that this method is superior to the 

Dale-Chall or Flesch formulas because it reflects the difficulty of ideas or 

concepts in a passage. Readability formulas are incapable of measuring these 

characteristics. 

Carver does nothing to validate his instrument beyond performing inter-

rater reliability studies (correlation of 0.97). The reader has no idea how grade 

levels are assigned to anchor passages, and the shortcomings of utilizing judges 

presented earlier (Fry 1969, and Klare 1974) are not addressed. Kirby (1975-1976) 

develops additional arguments which question the accuracy of the Rauding Scale, 

including the point that Carver never defines the "idea or concept difficulty" which 

he purports to be able to measure. 

The Cay lor Formulas. Two formulas which make use of syllable counts 

only have been developed by Caylor, et al. (Klare 1974). The first formula, 

developed for evaluating military training manuals, takes the following form: 

RGL (Reading Grade Level) = 20.43 -
0.11(number of one-syllable words) 

This formula was simplified, the easier version becoming known as the FORCAST 

formula: 

FORCAST = 20 - number of one-syllable words 
10 

Caylor, et al. have found the simplified version to be less precise than the parent 

version, and recommend that the first version be used whenever possible. 
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Readability-Limitations of Formulas 

Formulas are far from being the last word in readability measurement. 

Dale and Chall (1948a) remind the reader that a readability formula is nothing 

more than a statistical device based on the presumption that overall, longer 

sentences and use of unfamiliar words make material harder to understand. Many 

other factors which cannot be measured by a formula influence a reader's ability to 

easily understand a piece of writing. 

Organization, word order, format and imagery in writing are stylistic 

components which are beyond the capacity of formulas to measure (Klare 1963). 

Consider for a moment word order. If a piece of writing is rated at a fourth grade 

level, and the words within a sentence are scrambled, the readability rating as 

determined by the formula remains unchanged; yet, the passage will be nonsensical. 

The difficulty or lack of difficulty in a piece of writing depends a great 

deal on the reader. Factors which a formula cannot take into account include: 

What does a writer expect a reader to get out a piece of writing? How mature and 

intelligent is the reader? Why has the reader selected the material in the first 

place? (Dale and Chall 1948a, and Klare 1963). 

Fry (1977) offers several additional observations about the limitations of 

readability instruments, specifically referring to the use of his Readability Graph. 

He stresses that readability scores are merely estimates which deviate about a 

mean score. He cautions that, "readability formulas are not strong in reporting 

either reliability or validity;" however, he adds that it can be assumed, "that 

formulas have at least a modest amount of reliability because they consistently 

correlate fairly well with each other." Fry concludes by reminding formula users 

that prose samples contain a good deal of variability. If unreliability in readability 
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scores is found, this variablity in writing may be the culprit responsible as much as 

the formula. 

Although readability formulas are far from providing a perfect measure of 

the readability of a given piece of writing, they are easier to use than other 

measurement instruments available to the investigator. Klare stresses that 

formulas can be highly useful if the above-mentioned limitations are kept in mind 

(Klare 1963). 

Readablity-The "Best" Formula 

Hopefully the reader has already concluded that there is no one "best" 

formula for predicting readability. In selecting the most appropriate formula, a 

potential user should consider such things as predictive accuracy of the formula, 

the speed of application, the range of applicability (children's or adult material), 

ability to measure abstractness and difficulty of idea rather than mere style 

difficulty, and usefulness with materials not in contextual form, such as tests or 

questionnaires (Klare 1963). When interpreting results of readability formulas, 

users must also remember that formulas are frequently used on material which is 

quite different from the material used to develop the formula (Powers, et al. 1958). 

The age of the material used to develop the formula should also be kept in mind, as 

with the Dale-Chall formula. 

An investigator must assess his or her situation in considering a 

readability formula. The investigator should analyze the various formulas 

available, using the points outlined above, and select one or more formulas which 

best fulfill the requirements of the situation. 
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Readability-Its Application to Patient-Oriented Materials 

Readability has been of great concern for years to those in the field of 

education. Readability in the area of patient education however, is a relatively 

new topic of interest. Readability has been forced into the health care spotlight as 

a result of a mandate for written patient information which would be dispensed 

with certain prescription medications. 

The concept of readability seemed to be introduced into the health care 

literature because of concern with teaching the diabetic patient. Lanese and 

Thrush (1963) acquired a sampling of literature for diabetic patients from twenty-

one teaching hospitals from across the country. Using the Dale-Chall formula, 

they found the average reading level of the materials to be approximately ninth 

grade. Based on census data available at the time, these investigators determined 

that fully 50% of the diabetic patients over the age of forty-five years had not 

completed theninth grade (the average education being 6.9 years). Despite the 

reservations already presented about using the Dale-Chall formula for this type of 

material, the point made by Lanese and Thrush is well taken. Writers of health 

materials for patients must keep their audience (and the reading ability of that 

audience) in mind, possibly by using a word list such as Dale's to construct such 

materials. 

Mohammed (1964) approached the readability question as it applied to 

diabetic teaching materials in a more refined fashion than Lanese and Thrush. 

Using the Dale-Chall formula, Mohammed constructed five 100-word passages at 

the fourth, sixth and eighth grade levels. Each paragraph was followed by four 

questions whose answers were clearly stated in the paragraph. She then 

administered this comprehension test to 300 diabetic patients, of which almost 

one-third were unable to complete the answer sheets. She then used the Dale-
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Chall formula to rate a diabetic teaching handbook and found it to be written at 

approximately eighth grade level. Comparing this result with the results of her 

comprehension test, this handbook would be comprehensible by only twenty-two 

percent of her diabetic population. Fully forty percent of the patients studied 

would be unable to profit from any form of written information. 

Mohammed's work is inspiring as she is one of the few investigators in the 

health field to establish the reading ability of a specific population in addition to 

establishing the readability of a text targeted for that specific population. 

Mohammed's methods are far from cumbersome, and her comprehension test can be 

adapted easily to other populations, as evidenced by the work of Wingert, Grubbs 

and Friedman (1969). 

A few years after Mohammed published her comprehension test, Wingert 

and his colleagues modified the test to relate to pediatric problems. As an 

example, a phrase from Mohammed's original test (1964) reads, "Mrs. Brown's 

doctor has told her that she weighs too much." Wingert, et al. modified this phrase 

to read, "Mrs. Brown's doctor has told her that her daughter, Linda, weighs too 

much." Administering this test to 255 indigent mothers who registered their 

children at the Pediatric Emergency Room of the Los Angeles County-University 

of Southen California (LAC-USC) Medical Center, they found that thirty-seven 

percent of the high school graduates and twenty-seven percent of those who had 

attended college did not read beyond the sixth grade level. 

Wingert and his coworkers then evaluated two patient-oriented 

publications, including Dr. Spock's baby book, Baby and Child Care (1957). They 

found that parts of Spock's book were written at ninth or tenth grade levels. 

Wingert's final recommendations are that patient information pamphlets be written 

at the sixth grade level or below. Even at this level, fifteen percent of the 
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mothers in the LAC-USC study eould not have read and. understood the written 

material. 

Mohammed and Wingert, et al. provide the only published reports of 

testing actual patient reading ability. This is an area which should be pursued with 

great vigor when assessing readability of patient-oriented materials, especially for 

drugs used by a specific population of patients. What is the actual reading ability 

of women in the 16-35-year-old age group who are most likely to use oral 

contraceptives? No published reports address this question, yet patient 

information leaflets have been required to accompany oral contraceptive 

prescriptions for several years. How many women does this information actually 

reach? 

Much of the work in the area of readability of patient-oriented materials 

has been published only within the last six years. Ley, Jain and Skilkeck (1976) 

evaluated three leaflets each about antidepressants and tranquilizers for use in the 

psychiatric outpatient setting. Using the Flesch formula, readability scores were 

determined and correlated to the number of medication errors committed by their 

patients. Sixty patients on each drug were given one of the three leaflets about 

the drug and then were monitored for compliance using pill counts. The results of 

the study {Table 4) reveal that patients with "easy" leaflets committed 

significantly fewer medication errors than did paients with moderately difficult 

leaflets (p<0.05). This latter group of patients in turn committed significantly 

fewer medication errors than did the group with difficult-to-understand leaflets (p< 

0.05). This final group committed about the same number of medication errors as 

the control group who had no leaflets (difference not significant). The results 

again reemphasize that if a writer expects a group of patients to derive any benefit 
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from the material provided, he or she had best consider the reading ability of the 

target population. 

TABLE 4 

Mean Percentage of Medication Errors 
Committed by Various Groups of Patients8 

No Easy Moderate Difficult 
Drug Pamphlet Pamphlet Pamphlet Pamphlet 

Antidepressants 16.17 2.66 8.13 14.54 

Tranquilizers 14.65 5.83 7.83 14.86 

aLey, Jain and Skilkeck (1976) 

Pyrczak and Roth (1976) evaluated the statements of "Warning" and 

"Caution" that appear in the directions of ten aspirin-containing over-the-counter 

(OTC) products. Using the Dale-Chall formula, these investigators determined that 

on the average, the warning statements could be read and understood only by 

consumers with eleventh to twelth grade reading abilities. It was further 

determined that the presence of the words, "accidental," "overdose," "contact," 

"physician," and "immediately" were the main source of difficulty. Recalling the 

criticisms of using the Dale-Chall formula presented in the preceeding sections, it 

can be assumed that the statements were not as difficult as they were made out to 

be. Pyrczak and Roth's work would have been of little value had they simply rated 

these statements; however, they took their work one step further. Using the 3000-

word Dale list, they rewrote the cautionary statements: 'If someone takes too 
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much by accident, talk to a doctor right away." The grade level of this passage: IV 

or below. 

A second sample of statements from aspirin products, as well as from the 

labels on nine randomly-selected OTC products, all rated at grade levels XIII-XV, 

were also rewritten. These revised versions were all scored at grade level IV or 

below. 

The work of these investigators demonstrate an important point. If a 

piece of written patient-oriented material is rated as being too difficult for the 

average consumer to read, it should be rewritten! Drug companies may find it 

costly to change labeling; however it would benefit the public in the long run. Of 

course, the public good is the primary concern of any reputable manufacturer of 

ethical pharmaceuticals. 

Kahn (1978) evaluated a sixty-five page booklet and four 3-5 page 

pamphlets addressing the problem of drug abuse. Using the Flesch formula, Kahn 

found that three of the sources rated at college level (Table 5). College students 

who received the more difficult pamphlets were reluctant to recommend that the 

material be distributed to other students. Those who received the less difficult 

material however, were enthusiastic about distributing the literature to other 

students. Kahn reiterates that writers in the health care field should be sensitive 

to their target groups. 

Ross, Metts and Parrish (1981) utilized both Gunning's Fog Index and Fry's 

Readability Graph to evaluate the readability of poison prevention materials. Inthe 

first part of the study, these investigators evaluated a single passage from one 

pamphlet and averaged the results from each instrument to predict the readability 

grade level at eleventh grade. The validity of this technique is questionable; 

however, the authors use it only to evaluate, rewrite and then reevaluate this 
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TABLE 5 

Flesch Readability Scores for a Booklet 
and Four Pamphlets Dealing with Drug Abusea 

Material 
Flesch 
Rating 

41.02 

Grade 
Level 

65-page Booklet 

Pamphlet #1 

Pamphlet #2 

59.73 

39.67 

10th Grade 

College 

College 

Pamphlet #3 

Pamphlet #4 39.84 

60.14 9th Grade 

College 

aModified from Kahn (1978) 

particular passage. Ross, et al. were able to reduce the readability grade level to 

sixth grade level through the rewriting process. 

The second part of this study involved the review of eighteen poison 

prevention pamphlets from various governmental and private concerns. Using the 

Fry Graph, the pamphlets were found to range in readability from fourth grade 

through college level. Results from the Fog Index were similar, resulting in a 

range of readability levels from the sixth through sixteenth grades. 

The authors again emphasize the importance of writers taking into 

account the reading abilities of their audiences. They also encourage that 

materials rated at higher than eighth grade level be rewritten to bring them within 

the capability of the "average" adult reader. 

The Flesch formula has proven useful in evaluating patient-oriented 

brochures dealing with general health topics. Sporado, et al. (1980) evaluated 111 
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patient-oriented brochures and pamphlets. Describing various disease states, these 

brochures were found to be written at the eighth grade level or below only 50% of 

the time. 

Holcomb (1981) randomly selected fifteen patient information brochures 

produced and used by the Kaiser Foundation of Oregon. Only one publication was 

rated as fairly easy (6th grade level), six tested as standard (7th-8th grades), six 

tested as fairly difficult-difficult (high school to college) and two tested as being 

comprehensible only to college graduates. Interestingly, the one pharmacy 

publication selected, "Department of Pharmacy Instruction Sheet-To Patients on 

Coumadin (Warfarin) Therapy," was rated as standard. The single most difficult 

publication was one entitled, "Health Plan-Member's Handbook." 

Holcomb concludes that to reach a mass audience, the writer of patient 

materials has to aim roughly at the seventh to eighth grade level. This estimate 

may still be too high as evidenced by the studies cited previously in this paper. 

Holcomb's is a perfect setting in which to resurrect and make use of Mohammed's 

comprehension test mentioned earlier (Mohammed 1964) to estimate the reading 

abilities of specific populations. 

While others in health care were evaluating patient-oriented materials of 

a more general nature, pharmacy researchers were busy reckoning with a relatively 

new source of patient-oriented literature, the patient package insert (PPI). Using 

the Flesch formula, Ligouri (1978) evaluated four PPrs (Tables 6-8). It was found 

that the PPFs in use at the time of the study, those required for oral contraeptives 

(OC's) and estrogens, were rated at grade levels 10-12 and 8-9, respectively. 

Ligouri also found that the newer PPrs which had been proposed (but never 

required) for methlydopa and the thiazides were both written at grade level six. 

This suggests that the reading ability of the target population had been taken into 
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account with the more recent PPrs. These results also encourage the 

manufacturers of OC's and estrogens to reevaluate and rewrite their PPrs. 

TABLE 6 

Pattern of Reading Ease Scores® 

Flesch Reading 
Ease Score Interpretation Grade Level 

100-90 Very easy 5 or below 

89-80 Easy 6 

79-70 Fairly easy 7 

69-60 Standard 8-9 

59-50 Fairly difficult 10-12 

49-30 Difficult 13-16 

29-0 Very difficult College graduate 

aFrom Ligouri (1978) 

Morris, Myers and Thilman (1980), unlike previous health researchers, 

make use of many readability formulas. These investigators prepared four 

different versions of a patient labeling document (PPI) for Valium . Each version 

contained the same basic information about Valium 's uses, side effects 

andpotential for producing dependency, but differed in vocabulary and complexity 

of sentence structure. 

One hundred ninety-nine persons either currently enrolled in college or 

who had completed at least one year of college were asked to read an excerpt 
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TABLE 7 

Results of Flesch Analysis of Required PPFsa 

PPI Required 
by FDA 

Oral Contraceptives 

Estrogens 

Reading 
Ease Score 

55 

60 

Interpretation 

Fairly difficult 

Standard 

Grade Level 

10-12 

8-9 

aLigouri (1978) 

TABLE 8 

Results of Flesch Analysis of Proposed PPFs1 a 

PPI 
Under Study 

Methyldopa 

Thiazides 

Reading 
Ease Score 

81 

81 

Interpretation 

Easy 

Easy 

Grade Level 

6 

6 

lLigouri (1978) 

from one of the four versions and complete a questionnaire about the document. 

Although the questionnaires included questions about interest value, positive 

evaluation and adult readability, they were not comprehension tests. 

Morris and his colleagues next evaluated the four versions using fourteen 

different instruments which measure readability (Table 9). They found a great 

deal of variability in predicted reading grade levels, and conclude that readability 

formulas are of little value because of reliability problems from test to test. 
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TABLE 9 

Estimates of Education (Grade Level) Needed to Read 
One Version of a Diazepam Patient Package Insert® 

Grade Level 
Readability Test Determination 

Using Vocabulary Lists 
Spache 3.8 
Lorge 5.1 
Tretiak 2.6 
Dale-Chall 8.0 
Mean + SDd 4.9 + 2.3 

Using Syllable Counts 
SmogC 7.0 
Fog 6.2 
Flesch, R.E. 7.1 
Powers, Sumner, Kearl, R.E. 4.9 
Farr, Jenkens, Paterson 8.4 
Caylor, Sticht, Fox, Ford 9.2 
Forecast 9.8 
Mean + SD 7.5+1.7 

Using Character Spaces 
Devereaux 1.9 
Daneilson-Bryan 4.8 
Mean + SDb 3.4 + 2.1 

Overall mean + SD** for readability tests 6.1 + 2.5 

Study group estimates, mean + SD1* (N = 181) 8.6 + 2.7 

^Modified from Morris, et al (1980) 
SD = standard deviation 
Values extrapolated from text to 30 sentences 
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Actually, Morris and his colleagues hit it on the head when they caution 

that, "the blind application of readability formulas easily could lead to incorrect 

conclusions about text difficulty." They certainly appear to have "blindly" applied 

many of these readability formulas. Using the results from the Dale-Chall formula 

as a point of reference, an analysis of the application of the readability formulas 

reveals several problems. 

The Spache formula is intended for reading material written at grade 

levels one through three (Klare 1963); yet, all four documents were rated by the 

Dale-Chall instrument at grade level five or above. In the ease of some tests, like 

the SMOG formula, it is obvious that they have applied inappropriately because the 

authors admit to having to extrapolate results. No formula includes contingencies 

for those situations in which there are not enough words in the passage for the 

formula to be used correctly. Moreover, most readability formulas are 

recommended to be used with several passages from the same book because of the 

variablity from passage to passage found in most books (Sporado, et al. 1980 and 

Fry 1977). As some of the documents evaluated were so short, it is doubtful that 

more than one sample passage was used in these cases. 

The authors also miss some important trends in the data. Previous studies 

outlined above have demonstrated very high correlations between several formulas, 

such as between the Dale-Chall and Flesch formulas, for example. In this 

particular study, the Dale-Chall and Flesch formulas correlated by a factor of 0.97 

(Table 10). 

It is also interesting to ponder why these authors select several related 

tests when they performed no cross-validation analyses. The Farr-Jenkins-

Paterson Revised Reading Ease Index is nothing more than a simplification of the 

Flesch Reading Ease Formula. The Caylor, Sticht, Fox and Ford instrument and 
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the FORCAST formula are essentially one in the same, the latter being a 

simplification of the former (Klare 1974). How can the authors question the 

reliability of these instruments when such high intercorrealtions are demonstrated? 

TABLE 10 

Intercorrelations Between Selected Readability 
Instruments Used by Morris, Myers and Thilman (1980) 

Farr, 
Dale- Jenkins, Caylor, 

Instrument Chall Flesch Paterson et al Forecast 

Dale-Chall -- 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.99 

Flesch - - 0.99 0.97 0.97 

Farr, Jenkins, 
Paterson — - - 0.99 0.99 

Caylor, Sticht, 
Fox, Ford -- 1.00 

Forcast 

Finally, these authors refer several times to Fry's Readability Graph, but 

fail to use it. If the Graph was not used because of the admittedly short passages, 

no statement was made to this effect. 

Morris, et al. missed a good opportunity to use readability formulas to 
D 

construct a meaningful version of their Valium PPI. Had they even used the Dale 

list as others have to construct the different versions, and then validated these 

against results of comprehension tests or the other readability formulas, a much 

more meaningful study could have resulted. 
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The concept of readability is an idea which warrants serious consideration 

in the preparation of patient-oriented health literature. Readability can be applied 

at three steps to help insure a patient population's understanding: In the 

construction of tests to establish a population sampled reading ability; in the 

construction of health literature; and in a retrospective readability analysis of that 

particular piece of health literature. 

Completeness and Accuracy 

Only one study has attempted to evaluate the thoroughness of health 

literature. Knodel and Amerson (1980) reviewed seven published sources of drug 

information for use by pharmacists and physicians in counseling patients. The 

sources were evaluated for completeness based on predetermined criteria (Table 

11), and cost, page size, general format and indexing. 

Criteria for the content evaluation were derived from a list of topics 

selected by practicing pharmacists as being most useful in practice. The 

investigators then selected twenty drugs from the 200 most frequently prescribed 

drugs for 1978. The publications were then evaluated for their inclusion of 

information in five selected categories (Table 12). The USP PI and ASHP's 

Medication Teaching Manual, second edition, were judged to be the most complete 

sources overall. 

Finally, no study yet published has evaluated the accuracy of the 

information presented. Gaver (1966) has made the point that when dealing with 

written material of a technical nature, accuracy is as important as readability. 

The importance of providing accurate information when dealing with statetments 

about drug therapy has already been underscored in this paper. 
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TABLE 11 

Types of Information Useful in a 
Patient Counseling Service® 

b 
Items Hank 

Intended use/expected action 5 

Directions for preparation 4 

Directions for administration 2 

Precautions 1 

Side effects 3 

Techniques for self-monitoring 8.5 

Proper storage 6 

Potential interactions 7 

Overdose and treatment 8.5 

Other information 10 

aModified from Knodel and Amerson (1980). 

^Ranked according to percentage of pharmacists who felt that a particular item 
should definitely be included for each drug as an aid to patient counseling (each 
respondent was to select five items). 



TABLE 12 

Amount of Selected Information Included in 
Seven Patient Medication Counseling Sources^ 

Number of Average Amount 
Publication Pruers Included of Information 

Apelgren 19 0.56 

AS HP 20 0.85 

Griffith 19 0.74 

Maudlin 19 0.66 

Smith 19 0.77 

Strauss 15 0.47 

USP DI 17b 0.82 

aModified from Knodel and Amerson (1980). 

bSixteen included in USP PI and one in the USP PI update (January-February). 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Many books which provide drug information are currently available to the 

consumer. There exist approximately 3000 prescription drug entities which could 

be covered in these books. At least ten instruments have been proposed as methods 

for evaluating the level of readability of such books. The objective of this paper is 

to identify the most appropriate books for evaluation, randomly select a 

manageable number of drugs for review in each book, and select or develop 

instruments with which to measure the readability, completeness and accuracy of 

each book evaluated. 

Selection of Books 

Drug information books were assessed for appropriateness based upon 

predetermined classificatory variables, or display criteria. Display criteria 

included local availability, intended audience, the generality of the topics covered 

and the date of publication. Books listed in Books in Print (1982) were selected for 

inclusion in the study, as were those books readily found in Tucson-area bookstores 

or libraries, and those books brought to the public's attention through media 

advertisements. 

Books judged to be written for health professionals rather than for the 

public, based upon remarks in the Preface or Introduction of each book, were not 

considered for inclusion with the exception of the Physicians1 Desk Reference. 

Those books dedicated to the discussion of only one drug or to a narow category of 

drugs (such as drugs of abuse or ineffective drugs) were excluded. Books published 

39 
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before 1976 were also excluded. The data collected for this portion of the study 

were recorded on worksheets developed for this purpose (Appendix 1). 

The following books were selected for further evaluation: 

American Society of Hospital Pharmacists. Consumer Drug Digest. New 
York: Facts on File; 1982. 512 pages, $9.95. 

Bressler, Rubin and Bogondoff, Morton D. The Physician's Drug Manual: 
Prescription and Nonprescription Drugs. Garden City, NY: Doubleday and 
Company; 1981. 1213 pages, $19.95. 

Burack, Richard and Fox, Fred. The 1976 Handbook of Prescription 
Drugs. New York: Pantheon Books; 1976. 451 pages, $3.95. 

Evans, Wayne O. and Cole, Jonathan O. Your Medicine Chest: A 
Consumer's Guide to the Effects of Prescription and Non Prescription Drugs. 
Boston: Little, Brown and Company; 1978. 339 pages, $5.95. 

Gossel, Thomas A. and Stansloski, Donald W. Consumer Guide: 
Prescription Drugs. Publications International Limited (Consumer Guide); 1981. 
255 pages, $2.50. 

Graedon, Joe. The Peopled Pharmacy. New York: St. Martin's Press; 
1976. 401 pages, $5.95. 

Graedon, Joe. The People's Pharmacy 2. New York: Avon Books; 1980. 
468 pages, $5.95. 

Jones, Judith K. Family Guide to Medications and Dictionary of 
Prescription Drugs. New York: Good Housekeeping Books; 1980. 349 pages, 
$14.95. 

Long, James W. The Essential Guide to Prescription Drugs. 3rd edition. 
New York: Harper and Row; 1982. 935 pages, $9.95. 

Pawlina, Albert M. and Lesko, Lawrence L. The Family Prescription and 
Medication Guide. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc.; 1979. 367 pages, 
$13.95. (No longer in print.) 

Silverman, Harold M. and Simon, Gilbert I. The Pill Book. New York: 
Bantam Books, Inc.; 1979. 417 pages, $3.95. 

Stern, Edward L. Prescription Drugs and Their Side Effects. New York: 
Grosset and Dunlop; 1981. 160 pages, $5.95. 

The United States Pharmacopeial Convention, Inc. About Your Medicines. 
Rockville, MD: The United States Pharmacopeial Convention, Inc.; 1981. 398 
pages, $4.95. 
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Baker, Charles E., publisher. Physicians' Desk Reference. 36th edition. 
Oradell, NJ: Medical Economics Company, Inc.j 1982. 3060 pages, $14.95. 

The Physicians1 Desk Reference is not written for the lay consumer; 

however, it is marketed towards that audience. Its popularity among the lay public 

is evidenced by its presence on the shelves of most bookstores and libraries as well 

as by the number of calls received by pharmacists in the community from patients 

who cannot find some specific information in their "PDR." Because of the 

widespread public access and acceptance of this publication, it is also included for 

evaluation. 

Several books were assessed for possible inclusion, but were rejected. 

Fisher and Chrisite's A Dictionary of Drugs: The Medicines You Use (New York: 

Schocken Books; 1975) was found to have been published before 1976, the year 

arbitrarily selected as the oldest date of publication for books to be included in the 

study. Drugs from A to Z; A Dictionary by R.R. Lingeman (New York: McGraw-

Hill; 1974) was not included for two reasons: the book was published before 1976; 

and the book deals strictly with drugs from an abuse perspective. McEntyre's Key 

Medications: A Practical Guide (Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Comapny; 1980) was 

found to be targeted for physicians, specifically housestaff. Unlike the Physicians' 

Desk Reference however, Key Medications is written using pharmaceutical 

abbreviations instead of words (e.g., "one tablet three times daily" is "i tid" in 

McEntyre's book). Key Medications was therefore judged to be inappropriate for 

the lay consumer, and will not be evaluated further. 

Selection of Drugs 

Consumer-oriented drug information books could deal with hundreds of 

drugs. Because of this, two drugs were selected at random from each quarter of 

the 200 most frequently prescribed drugs from 1980 (Anon. 1981). The drugs 
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n p 
selected for review include: HydroDiuril and Librium from the top fifty; from 

D D 
the second fifty, Timoptic"" and Pavabid ; potassium chloride (brand unspecified) 

ft n 
and Septra from the third fifty; and from the bottom fifty, Tussionex and 

Tolectin®'. 

Again using the random number table, two drugs were selected from 

among the twenty-five most frequently prescribed generic drugs. The drugs 

selected from this category are penicillin VK and aminophylline. 

Selection and Validation of the Readability Instrument 

Few investigators who have evaluated the readability of health care 

literature provide sound reasons for the selection of a particular instrument. 

Claims such as "most widely used" or "recommended by this or that noted author1' 

are frequently the only justification offered in defending the selection of a 

particular instrument. Two instruments developed to predict readability were 

compared to determine their appropriateness for use in this study. 

The Fry Readability Graph (Fry 1977) was selected because of its 

purported ease of application and because the Graph has been previously validated 

against other instruments (Fry 1968, see Table 2 in Chapter 2). The second 

instrument selected was the formula developed by Caylor, et al. (Klare 1974). This 

instrument was selected because it involves only a count of one-syllable words and 

does not take sentence length into account. 

Much of the drug information to be reviewed is in phrasal form rather 

than in sentence form. This material does not readily lend itself to evaluation by 

instruments requiring sentence counts. The first version of Caylor's instrument 

was selected over the mathematically simpler FORCAST formula because of its 

superior precision as reported by Caylor and his colleagues (Klare 1974). 
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A major drawback in considering the Caylor formula is the lack of 

validation data available. The purpose of this phase of the study was to compare 

results obtained from the Caylor formula against the results obtained from a 

previously-validated instrument, the Fry Graph. 

The book selected for use in this portion of the study was the Physicians' 

and Pharmacists' Guide to Your Medications, by the United States Pharmacopeial 

Convention (1981). This book is the predecessor to the USPC's About Your 

Medicines. The version of Fry's Graph used for the validation was that provided by 

Adams, et al. (1979). 

In accordance with the instructions for the proper use of the Fry 

Readability Graph, three passages were identified from each of four randomly 

selected drug reviews. Passages could not be chosen purely at random because 

some passages include lists of words or phrases and could not be evaluated using 

Fry's instrument which lacks a mechanism for taking lists or phrases into account. 

The passages selected for each drug included material from the sections on 

indications, contraindications, proper use and/or precautions. 

Using the Caylor formula, the same three passages selected for evaluation 

using the Fry Graph were reevaluated, although 150 words, including lists of words 

or phrases, were used. The Caylor formula is based upon 150-word passages rather 

than 100-word selections as is the Fry Graph. 

Fry's Graph calls for averaging the syllable and sentence counts from all 

three passages. Because of this, the number of one-syllable words in these 

passages were averaged before being inserted into the Caylor formula. The results 

from this validation phase of the study are presented in Table 13. 

Fry's Readability Graph consistently predicted an eleventh grade reading 

level for all four of the drugs reviewed. The Caylor formula provided results well 
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TABLE 13 

A Comparison of Grade Level Assessment 
Between Two Readability Tests» 

Drug 

Butalbital 

Mean 

Fry Caylor, et al 

Syllables 

206.0  
128.0 
155.0 
163.0 

Sentences 

6 . 0  
6 . 2  
6.4 
6 . 2  

GL 

11 

NOSW** 

74.0 
72.0 

116.0 
87.3 

GL' 

10.80 

Glutehimide 

Mean 

178.0 
172.0 
136.0 
162.0 

8 . 1  
5.2 
5.5 
6.3 

11 85.0 
81.0 
78.0 
81.3 

11.48 

Hydrocortisone 
Suppository 

Mean 

184.0 
143.0 
161.0 
162.7 

4.2 
6.4 
5.5 
5.4 

11 85.0 
96.0 
93.0 
91.3 

10.38 

Metaproterenol 

Mean 

189.0 
147.0 
162.0 
166.0 

5.4 
5.6 
6 . 0  
5.7 

11 54.0 
104.0 

87.0 
81.7 

11.45 

Mean GL 11 11.02 

aEach instrument was used to assess the same information from the USPC's The 
Physicians* and Pharmacists' Guide to Your Medicine. 

^Based on 100 words. 

cBased on 150 words. 

^Number of one syllable words. 

'Grade level. 
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within one grade level of the Fry predictions, a very acceptable degree of 

agreement between instruments (Powers, et al. 1958, Fry 1977). 

The selections which discussed the drugs and their indications were rated 

as more difficult (based upon the number of syllables) using the Fry Graph than 

were remaining sections. No such trends were seen with the Caylor formula, which 

occasionally revealed more one-syllable words in the early sections (implying easier 

material to understand) than in later sections. 

When drug names such as metaproterenol (six syllables) or hydrocortisone 

(five syllables) appear many times in a passage, the Fry Graph may provide a 

distorted prediction of the reading difficulty of the passage. Another distortion 

may arise as a result of dosage form names. "Suppository" (five syllables) appears 

five times in one fifty-word passage. This particular passage was rated solidly at 

the eleventh grade level by Fry's Graph, but was rated almost a full grade level less 

(10.2) by the Caylor formula. Assuming that a person who has been prescribed 

suppositories has some idea of what the word "suppository" represents, further 

doubt is cast on the ability of the Fry Graph to accurately reflect the true reading 

difficulty of such a passage. 

When the results from Caylor's instrument are averaged over all four 

drugs, the grand mean reading grade level is virtually the same as that predicted by 

the Fry Graph (11.02 versus 11). The averaging technique used for the Caylor 

formula is consistent with the recommendations made by Fry (1977) and Sporado, 

et al. (1980) that a number of passages be sampled because of variability in reading 

levels within a book. 

The Caylor formula was easier to apply than Fry's Graph. Because of the 

apparent validity of this formula in comparison with the Fry Readability Graph, 

and because Caylor's formula has the capability to measure the readability of 
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material not written in sentence form, Caylor's formula will be used as the 

readability instrument in this study. 

Assessing Readability 

The criterion to be measured in assessing readability is the vocabulary 

complexity, as represented by the number of one-syllable words within a passage of 

specified length. This criterion will be measured using the formula proposed by 

Caylor, et al. (Klare 1974). This formula has been selected because it is not 

dependent upon sentence counts, it is easy to use and it is accurate. The reading 

grade level (RGL) is determined from the following formula: 

RGL = 20.43 - 0.11(number of one-syllable words) 

As readability is usually variable within a book (Sporado, et al. 1980), this will be 

investigated by comparing the differences between the high RGL and low RGL for 

each book. 

A major limitation of the Caylor formula is that a great many one-

syllable words may not reflect how easily a passage will be understood by the 

reader. The word "arthiritis" is a four-syllable word; however it may be understood 

by more readers than the disease state described by the one-syllable word "thrush." 

Another drawback to the use of this formula is that like all others, it is no more 

than a statistically-derived instrument. Although reading grade levels will be 

reported to one decimal place, it must be remembered that RGL's provide nothing 

more than an estimate of the readability of a given book. Factors such as 

background knowledge of the reader and reader interest cannot be measured by the 

formula, although these factors must certainly be considered when one selects a 

drug information book for home use. 
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Assumptions 

For the purpose of this section of the study, it will be assumed that: 

1. Books to be evaluated are written for the person with no formal 

training in pharmacology, as specified in the Preface of Introduction of each book. 

One exception to this assumption is the Physicians' Desk Reference, which for the 

reasons described earlier has been included in this study. 

2. Passages with a greater percentage of one-syllable words are easier to 

understand than passages with a greater percentage of multi-syllable words. This 

contention is supported by the findings of previous researchers (Flesch 1950, Smith 

1961 and Fry 1968) which demonstrate that when considering all syllables within a 

passage, a greater number of syllables (from the presence of multi-syllable words) 

yields a higher reading grade level. This higher readability rating is indicative of 

greater difficulty in understanding the passage, as evidenced by lower 

comprehension test scores on these passages. 

3. The reading grade levels obtained from the Caylor formula are 

accurate to within one grade level when compared with the Fry Readability Graph. 

This formula has been validated against the Fry Readability Graph (Fry 1968) in 

this study. 

4. If a consumer can pronounce a drug name correctly because a phonetic 

spelling is provided, the consumer will find the information about that medicine 

easier to understand. 

Objective 

The objective of this section of the study is to compare differences in 

readability among the test books based upon their reading grade level ratings from 

the Caylor formula. 
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Procedure 

The Caylor formula is designed to be used with passages of 150 words. 

The first 150-word passage will be selected from the Introduction and from each 

drug reivew. The number of one-syllable words per passage will be averaged over 

the introductory remarks and all of the drug reviews. This average count will then 

be used in the equation to obtain an overall reading grade level (RGL) for that 

book. Grade levels will be reported to one decimal place. 

Each 150-word passage shall begin with the first section subheading and 

will include all words occurring in subheadings, text or lists which fall within the 

150-word limit. If a list of tradenames is provided at the beginning of a 

monograph, this list will not be counted. 

Phonetic spellings will be counted if they fall within the 150-word limit, 

each syllable being counted as one word. As examples, the word "propylthiouracil" 

would be counted as seven one-syllable words if a phonetic spelling of the word 

were provided; the word "diethylstilbestrol" would likewise be counted as six one-

syllable words if a phonetic spelling of the word occurs within the 150-word 

passage. 

Contractions of words appearing within the passage will be counted as one 

word. Numerals will be counted as one-syllable words if the name for the number 

represented is a one-syllable word, i.e., 1-6, 8-10 and 12. 

Words which cannot be broken down into syllables will be counted as one-

syllable words. For example, when the word "while" is pronounced, two syllables 

may be heard; however, the written word cannot be properly broken down into 

syllables, so "while" would be counted as a one-syllable word. 
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Data will be recorded on the appropriate page of the worksheet provided 

(Appendix 2). After all counts are completed, the data will be compiled in tabular 

form. 

Statistical analysis of the data wll be conducted using descriptive 

statistics only. Additional statistical analysis is inappropriate. An analysis of 

variance would require at least two groups with associated error terms. In this 

study, either one group of fourteen books is being utilized (eliminating intergroup 

comparisons), or fourteen groups of one book each are being used (eliminating any 

intragroup interactions). Using this latter approach would preclude an intragroup 

error term, also preventing the use of any post-priori tests. Books will be rated 

and ranked by average readability and readability range width according to their 

mean scores and associated standard deviations. 

The Caylor formula favors books using the word "drug" over those books 

using the words "medicines" or "medications," even though these latter terms are 

probably more acceptable. Those books using either "medicines" or "medications" 

instead of "drugs" will be reassessed for readability substituting the word "drug" for 

the other terms. This will be done only to establish whether or not any differences 

in rating or ranking according to readability result from the use of "medicines" or 

"medications" instead of "drug." 

Development of an Instrument With Which to Measure Completeness 

This phase of the study involved the development of an instrument by 

which the completeness of each book could be evaluated. As defined earlier, 

completeness includes two dimensions, number of drugs covered in a book and the 

amount of information provided about each drug reviewed. 
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The first dimension of completeness will be assessed by counting the 

number of generic drug entities indexed or monographed in a book, and by counting 

the number of study drugs included in a book. Criteria for the second dimension of 

completeness, the completeness of the drug monographs, were selected from those 

listed by the American Society of Hospital Pharmacists in their "Statement on 

Pharmacist-Conducted Patient Counseling" (1976). The thirteen categories about 

which a pharmacist should counsel a patient include: 

1. Name (trademark, generic, common synonym or other 
descriptive name(s)); 

2. Intended use and expected actions; 
3. Route, dosage form, dosage and administration schedule; 
4. Special directions for preparation; 
5. Special directions for administration; 
6. Precautions to be observed during administration; 
7. Common side effects that may be encountered, including their 

avoidance and action required if they occur; 
8. Techniques for self-monitoring of drug therapy; 
9. Proper storage; 
10. Potential drug-drug or drug-food interactions or other 

therapeutic contraindications; 
11. Prescription refill information; 
12. Action to be taken in the event of a missed dose; and 
13. Any other information peculiar to the specific patient of drug. 

These thirteen areas were listed and in some cases described more explicitly. The 

resulting worksheet may be found in Appendix 2. 

Point values were assigned to categories based upon two considerations, 

the importance of the category to the consumer, and the amount of information 

available within a specific category. The two concerns most frequetnly expressed 

by patients about their medicines (besides the directions for taking the medicine 

and using the medicine properly) are side effects and drug-drug interactions. Based 

on this, the sections on side effects and drug-drug interactions are weighted more 

heavily, relative to the number of subsections within these categories, than other 

categories. The subsection "brand name" is weighted more heavily than the 
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subsection "generic name" because most drugs have only one generic name 

(Septra** is an exception), but many trade names. The same is true for the 

subsection "diseases" under the category "Precautions, Contraindications and 

Warnings." If a drug is not recommended for use in pregnant women, a single 

statement to this effect will be included. Many diseases however can constitute 

cause for not using a drug, so this subsection is awarded more points than the 

"pregnancy" subsection. 

The number of brand or trade names for a drug, the number of indications 

listed, the number of contraindications and warnings, the number of side effects 

listed, and the number of possible interactions listed in each test book will be 

compared to the number of items listed in the USPJDI. Points will be deducted 

proportionally for missing information within these subsections relative to the 

amount of information provided by the USP PI. 

Assessing Completeness 

The present study, although similar to the study of Knodel and Amerson in 

that both investigations assess the completeness of drug information literature, is 

different from the Kentucky study in several respects. Knodel and Amerson 

reviewed drug information books written for health professionals; this study will 

focus solely on books targeted for the consumer. The criteria used by Knodel and 

Amerson are similar to the criteria to be used here, (American Society of Hospital 

Pharmacists 1976); however, the earlier study selected only a few of the criteria. 

In the present study, all thirteen of the proposed counseling areas will be included. 

The criteria to be measured include both the total number of drugs 

covered in each book and the number of study drugs included in each book (neither 

of which Knodel and Amerson explored). The amount of information about each 
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drug reviewed will also be assessed. The number of study drugs included shall be 

determined by counting the number of single-entity and combination drug products 

R listed by generic name. For example, if the antihypertensive drug Ser-Ap-Es 

(reserpine, hydralazine and hydrochlorothiazide) were listed in the index, it would 

be counted as three drugs. If an index includes both the trade name(s) and generic 

name(s) for a drug, the trade name(s) will not be counted, because more than one 

name will be listed for a single entity. 

No exception occurs in the case of those drugs which have more than one 

generic name in the United States. If Bactrim is listed under both 

sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim (SMX/TMP) and co-trimoxazole, it will be 

counted as one drug. If both generic names are listed, this will be reflected by 

points awarded in the following section. 

If the drug is listed under a generic name recognized in the United States 

and one recognized outside of the U.S. (such as Ventolin which is albuterol in the 

U.S. but salbutamol everywhere else), only one drug will be counted, but a point 

will be awarded to the book in the following section if the USP PI also lists the 

foreign generic name. The number of test drugs covered in a book will be counted 

in a similar fashion. 

The amount of information provided about each drug shall be measured by 

establishing how much information is available in each of the thirteen areas listed 

by the ASHP statement (1976), as compared to the amount of information provided 

by the USP PI for the same drug. 
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Assumptions 

1. The United States Pharmacopeia Dispensing Inforamtion, 1983 edition, 

is at least as complete as any book in the study; or, no book is more complete than 

the USPDI. 

Objectives 

The objectives are to determine if differences exist in the total number of 

drugs included in each book, to determine the number of test drugs present in each 

book and to determine if differences exist in the amount of information provided in 

each test book as compared to the other test books and to the standard professional 

reference for counseling patients about their medicines. 

Procedure 

Data will be recorded on the worksheet provided (See Appendix 3.). The 

total number of drugs and number of study drugs covered in each book will be 

determined as described previously. Books will be rated Excellent, Very Good, 

Good, Fair, Poor or Very Poor based on their ranking resulting from the total 

number of drugs included and the number of test drugs covered. To determine 

monograph completeness, each book will begin with a score of 100. Because the 

USP PI has been defined as the standard professional reference, it will also be 

awarded a final score of 100. Negative point values will be assigned to those 

subcategories in which information provided by the USP PI (volumes 1 or 2) does 

not appear in a test book. The total number of points possible deducted cannot 

exceed the number of points possible for that subcategory. For example, if a book 

being evaluated lists only two trade names and eight appear in the USP PI, a 
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proportionate number of points will be deducted (in this case, four points are 

possible): 

2 = x 
8 ? 

x = 1 

Negative point value: 1 - 4 - -3 

In this example, one point will be awarded, or three points deducted from the four 

points possible for the subsection. 

In those cases where a test book contains more information within a 

subcategory than the USP PI, only the maximum number of points possible for that 

subcategory will be awarded (zero points will be deducted). Because the USP PI is 

assumed to be the most complete book for this study no book can be scored as more 

complete than the USP PI. 

The categories "Mechanism of Action," "Special Pirections," "Self-

Monitoring," and "Patient Actions," as well as the subcategory "Term(s) Pefined" 

under "Indications" will have no points deducted if any information in these 

categories is presented in that particular book. If this information does not appear 

in a test book when it does appear in the USP PI (either in the Prug Information for 

the Health Care Provider volume or the Advice for the Patient volume), the total 

number of points possible will be deducted. 

The categories 'Indications," "Posage Regimen Pata," "Precautions, 

Contraindications, Warnings," 'Bide Effects," "Storage" and "Interactions" will be 

compared for the amount of information contained in each test book relative to the 

amount of information provided in each category in the USP PI (volumes 1 and 2). 

Again, if a book lists seven side effects for a drug, and the USP PI lists twelve, a 
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proportionate number of points shall be deducted from the total number of possible 

points (four in this example): 

_Z = x 
12 3 

x = 2.33 

Negative point value = 2.33 - 4 = -1.67 

At the conclusion of the evaluation, the number of negative points 

awarded shall be totaled and added to 100. A score between 0 and 100 will result 

for each drug review. These scores will in turn be totaled and averaged, yielding a 

mean score for that particular book. As in the readability assessment, only 

descriptive statistics will be used. The mean score and associated standard 

deviations will be used to rank test books according to monograph completeness. 

Books will be ranked as well based upon the number of drug entities included and 

the number of test drugs covered. 

Evaluating the completeness of the "Dosage Forms" category could 

present some problems when evaluating a review of potassium chloride because so 

many dosage forms are available. The first brand of potassium chloride listed in a 

book can be used for the evaluation; however, a check will be made to insure that 

all dosage forms (injection, liquids, tablets, effervescent tablets, slow release 

tablets and powders) are included somewhere in the book. Appropriate dosing 

instructions and instructions for preparation (where applicable) should also appear. 

For each dosage form (or supporting information for that dosage form) not provided 

in a test book, one point will be deducted. Books will be rated as Excellent, Very 

Good, Good, Fair, Poor or Very Poor based upon monograph completeness ranking. 
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Assessing Accuracy 

The criterion to be measured in this section of the study will be the 

validity of the claims made about the drugs reviewed. All claims made in a test 

book will be compared to the information contained in volumes 1 and/or 2 of the 

USP PI. Claims which cannot be substantiated by information in the USP PI will 

be checked to see if they are referenced to the medical or pharmaceutical 

literature by the author. The only acceptable reference sources will include 

primary medical and pharmaceutical journals or standard medical or 

pharmaceutical textbooks. Claims which cannot be verified either by the USP PI 

nor by appropriate references will be rated as being unsubstantiated by legitimate 

research or professional consensus. 

Assumptions 

It will be assumed that the standard reference for counseling patients 

about their medicines, published by the United States Pharmaeopeial Convention 

(USPC) contains the most accurate drug information available, free from the bias 

which may be present in other publications as a result of authors' experiences or 

perceptions. 

Composed of representatives from accredited colleges of pharmacy and 

medicine, and state and national organizations representing physicians, dentists, 

pharmacists, nurses and the United States Food and Prug Adminstration (FPA), the 

USPC is an inependent, non-profit organization. The work of the USPC is carried 

out by eighty-three physicians, pharmacists, dentists, nurses, chemists and other 

qualified individuals who judge the merits of drugs and the standards and 

information that should apply to them. Information appearing in the USP PI is 

included as a result of professional consensus rather than by the whims of one or a 
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few individuals. The publication, the The United States Pharmacopeia , is the 

official drug compendium of the United States, and serves as the basis by which 

standards of drug quality and purity are set in this country. 

Objectives 

The objective is to determine if any contradictions exist between the 

information presented in a given test book and the information provided by the 

USP PI. 

Procedure 

The USP DI is divided into two volumes, Drug Information for the Health 

Care Provider and Advice for the Patient. Some information contained in the Drug 

Information for the Health Care Provider volume, including available dosage forms 

of a drug, is not included in the Advice for the Patient volume. Both volumes, 

therefore, the first for physicians and pharmacists, and the second for patients, 

will be used during the evaluation. 

Claims made by a test book which can be substantiated by information 

found in the USP DI will result in a plus {+) sign being assigned to that drug review. 

If claims made in a test book cannot be validated by statements made about the 

same drug in the USP DI, and the claims are not otherwise referenced as described 

above, a negative (-) sign will be assigned to that drug review. THIS DOES NOT 

MEAN THAT THE INFORMATION PRESENTED IN THE TEST BOOK IS 

INCORRECT. It means that the claim does not appear in the USP DI and that the 

author made no attempt to reference the claim to either the medical or 

pharmaceutical literature. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

In this chapter the results of this survey will be presented and discussed. 

All books were obtained from local libraries or purchased from local bookstores. 

No book evaluated was donated by either a publisher or an author. 

The credentials of the various authors will be offered followed by a 

presentation of the display characteristics of the books evaluated. Descriptive 

statistics for the readability and completeness of each book will be presented and 

discussed, and the books will be rated and ranked according to readability and 

completeness. The findings from that part of the study concerned with the 

accuracy of the drug information presented in each test book will be discussed. 

Author Qualifications 

The proper use of prescribed medicines can be critical to the restoration 

or maintainence of a consumer's health. Information regarding the medicine or 

medicines being used by the consumer is therefore very important. The wise 

consumer will seek out a drug information book written by persons knowledgeable 

in the area of drug therapy. Authors of test books in this study include physicians 

and pharmacists (some possessing additional degrees in pharmacology), panels of 

experts in drug therapy and patient education, and persons with no formal training 

in pharmacology (Table 14). 

58 
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TABLE 14 

Author Qualifications 

% -4-> O 
.3 o 
O V 

ASHP X 

Bressler X 
Bogondoff X 

Burack X 
Fox X 

Evans X Xc 

Cole X 

Gossel X X 
Stansloski X 

Graedon X X 

Jones X X 

Long X 

Pawlina X 
Lesko X 

PDR Xd 

Silverman X 
Simon X 

Stern Xe 

USPC X 

aAdditional degree in pharmacology. 

^Editorial panel of experts in drug therapy. 
cPsychologist. 

^Information supplied by drug manufacturers. 
eLay person with no formal training in pharmacology. 
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The American Society of Hospital Pharmacists under whose direction the 

Consumer Drug Digest was written and published is a national organization 

representing over 20,000 hospital pharmacists from across the country. The Digest 

was written by staff writers from the Society, and reviewed by a panel of drug 

therapy and consumer relations experts. 

Rubin Bressler, M.D., coauthor of The Physician's Drug Manual of 

Prescription and Non Prescription Drugs, is the Head of the Department of 

Medicine and Pharmacology at the University of Arizona Health Sciences Center. 

Morton D. Bogondoff, M.D., who authored this book along with Dr. Bressler, is a 

Professor of Medicine at Cornell University. 

Richard Burack, M.D., author of the 1976 Handbook of Prescription 

Drugs, is Medical Director of a major industrial concern. Fred Fox, M.D., who 

assisted Dr. Burack in writing the Handbook, was a Resident in Internal Medicine 

at the time the book was published. 

Wayne O. Evans, Ph.D. is a psychologist and pharmacologist. One of the 

authors of Your Medicine Chesti A Consumer's Guide to the Effects of Prescription 

and Nonprescription Drugs, Dr. Evans is Associate Dean at the Massachusettes 

College of Pharmacy. The second author of this book, Jonathan O. Cole, M.D., is a 

professor at the Tufts University School of Medicine. 

Thomas A. Gossel, R.Ph., Ph.D., and Donald W. Stansloski, R.Ph., Ph.D., 

authors of Consumer Guide: Prescription Drugs, are both pharmacists. These 

gentlemen have written articles for Consumer Guide in additon to this book. 

Joe Graedon, author of The People's Pharmacy and The People's Pharmacy 

2, is a pharmacist with a Master of Science degree in pharmacology. Graedon also 

writes a syndicated newspaper column, "The People's Pharmacy." 
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Judith K. Jones, M.D., Ph.D., author of Good Housekeeping's Family Guide 

to Medications and Guide to Prescription Drugs, is a clinical pharmacologist. Dr. 

Jones is the Director of the Drug Experience Section of the United States Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA). 

James W. Long, M.D., who has authored three editions of The Essential 

Guide to Prescription Drugs, is a Past-Director of Health Sciences for the National 

Science Foundation. Dr. Long has also served as a consultant to the FDA in 

developing patient package inserts (PPrs). 

Albert W. Pawlina, R.Ph., is a pharmacist and the editor of The 

Apothecary, a professional pharmacy journal. Pawlina, also a Vice President at the 

Massachusettes College of Pharmaey, is the author of The Family Prescription and 

Medication Guide, which is no longer in print. Lawrence L. Lesko, R.Ph., Ph.D., 

editor of the Guide, is the Director of the Clinical Pharmacokinetics Laboratory at 

the Massachusettes College of Pharmacy. 

The Physicians' Desk Reference contains information provided by drug 

manufacturers. This information, essentially the same physician information 

required by the FDA to be included with every drug package, has been reviewed 

and approved by physicians affiliated with each manufacturer. 

Harold M. Silverman, Pharm.D., is the Associate Director for the 

Department of Pharmacy at Lenox Hill Hospital in New York City. Dr. Silverman 

co-authored The Pill Book along with Gilbert I. Simon, D.Sc., who is the Director of 

the pharmacy department at Lenox Hill Hospital. 

Edward L. Stern, author of Prescription Drugs and Their Side Effects, is 

the only author of a test book with no formal training in pharmacology. Mr. Stern 

received assistance from health professionals in preparing his book, and verified 

the information collected for this book against information in the PDR. 
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The United States Pharmacopeia Convention, Inc., is a nonprofit 

organization made up of physicians, pharmacists, dentists, nurses, chemists, 

representatives of national, state and local professional associations and 

representatives of the FDA. The standard professional reference for counseling 

patients about their medicines, The United States Pharmacopeia Dispensing 

Information, (USP PI) and the test book, About Your Medicines, were developed by 

consensus of the USP Committee on Revision and its Advisory Panels. Further use 

of the initials "USPC" to denote authorship will refer only to About Your 

Medicines. 

Display Characteristics 

Among the characteristics which help determine the value of a consumer 

drug information book are the price of the book and the date of the book's 

publication. Price is always an important consideration; however, as with other 

consumer products, the cost of a consumer drug information book should not be 

used as the sole determinant of a book's quality. 

The date of publication is important to insure that the most accurate, up-

to-date information is provided. Books which still include monographs about 

ticrynafen for example, are outdated because this drug was removed from the 

market in 1979. A book which contatins a drug price list, especially if the latest 

copyright date is four or five years old, should be suspect. In the mid-1970's, drug 

manufacturers tended to change prices at the pharmacy level once or twice a year. 

Recently however, drug manufacturers have been changing prices (usually upward) 

at the pharmacy level three or four times a year. The figures quoted in price lists 

offered in these books are therefore of little practical value. One final 

consideration when looking at the date of publication is that a number of new drugs 
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are introduced to the market each year. As a book becomes older, the likelihood 

that the newer and more popular medicines will be covered decreases. 

Several display characteristics for each book evaluated, including price 

and date of publication, are presented in Table 15. The table shows that books 

range in price from $2.50 for Gossel's Consumer Guide: Prescription Drugs to 

$19.95 for Bressler's Physician's Drug Manual (with thumb index). The ASHP book 

and Pawlina are available both in a hard or soft cover, and soft cover volumes are 

less expensive than hardcover versions. 

The dates of publication for the books range from 1976 for Burack and 

Graedon's The People's Pharmacy, to 1982 for the Consumer Drug Digest. Long's 

book and the thiry-sixth edition of the PDR. More recently-published books do not 

necessarily cost more than older books as evidenced by Gossel's 1981 publication 

which is the least expensive book. 

The number of pages in each book ranges from a low of 160 in Stern's book 

to over 3000 in the PDR. The dimensions of the books are listed in Table 15. No 

large range in the dimensions of the books was apparent, and none of the books was 

found to be small enough to be used as a pocketbook. 

Other Book Characteristics 

Print size, the organization of the drugs within the text and the format 

used to present the drug information are characteristics of a consumer drug 

information book which warrant attention but may be overlooked when selecting 

such a book. These characteristics are presented in Table 16. 

Type or print size could become a major consideration, especially for the 

elderly person with diminished eyesight. These consumers should check print size 
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used in the introdutory sections, drug monograph sections and the index to 

determine if any parts of the book are going to pose a problem due to small type. 

Print sizes were compared to a standard sheet of print styles and sizes. 

Three print sizes predominate in the books evaluated, six, eight and ten point. Six 

point. Six point print is the smallest type size used. It is approximately the size of 

print used in a large reference dictionary, and can cause eye strain even in normal-

sighted persons. Several of the books evaluated utilize a variety of type sizes, 

some reserving the smaller size type for the index. In other cases, larger print is 

used in the introductory chapters than in the drug monograph sections. 

Text organization is more important in books lacking an index, such as 

Pawlina. In these cases, a consumer should determine whether or not the text is 

organized using terminology familiar to the buyer. A consumer should not expect 

to turn right to a specific drug without first referring to the index in those books 

organized by disease state or therapeutic class. 

Text organization really becomes a matter of personal preference for the 

consumer, and this characteristic can be reviewed quickly by flipping through a 

book and noting how the drug information section is organized. Four organizational 

schemes are used in the books evaluated. Drugs are arranged by either common 

name, generic name, brand name or trade name, or by therapeutic category. 

"Common name" refers to an organizational structure in which drugs are arranged 

by the name most frequently used in prescribing. The USPC book uses a 

combination of generic names and drug "classes." Drug classes differ from 

therapeutic categories in that the former refers only to a group of chemically-

similar drugs, such as penicillin VK, ampicillin, methicillin and nafcillin, all of 

which belong to the drug class, "pencillins." Therapeutic categories differ from 
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TABLE 15 

Display of Characteristics of Consumer Drug Information Books 

Cost 
(binding)a 

Date of Number of Book 
Publication Pages Height 

Book 
Width 

(inches) (inches) 

Book 
Thickness 
(inches) 

ASHP $ 9.95 (S) 
19.95 (H) 

1982 477 9 6 1.5 

Bressler 17.95 (H) 
19.95 (T) 

1981 1,213 11 8.5 2 

Burack 2.95 (S) 1976 451 8.25 5.25 1.5 

Evans 5.95 (S) 1978 339 7.75 5 0.75 

Gossel 2.50 (S) 1981 255 8.25 5 0.5 

Graedon 
(1976) 

5.95 (S) 1976 401 8 5.5 1.25 

Graedon 
(1980) 

5.95 (S) 1980 468 8 5.25 1 

Jones 14.95 (H) 1980 349 9.25 6.25 1.25 

Long 9.95 (S) 1982 935 9.25 6 1.75 

Pawlina 13.95 (H) 
6.95 (S) 

1979 367 7.75 5.5 1 

PDR 14.95 (H) 1982 3,060 10 7.5 2.12 

Silverman 3.95 (S) 1979 417 7 4 1 

Stern 5.95 (S) 1981 160 9 6.25 0.75 

USPC 4.95 (S) 1981 398 8.25 5.5 1 

aS - softcover; H = hardcover ,. T = thumb index 
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TABLE 16 

Print Size, Text Organization, and Information Format 
of Consumer Drug Information Books 

Print 
Size 

(point) 
Text Organization 

Commona Generic 
Name Name 

Information Format 

Thera-
Brand peutic 
Name Category 

Out
line 

Narra
tive Mixed 

AS HP 
Bressler 

Burack 

Evans 
Gossel 

10 
8d 

$ 
10 
8 
„c 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

Graedon 
(1976) 
Graedon 
(1980) 
Jones 

Long 

Pawlina 
PDR 
Silverman 

Stern 
USPC 

8 

10 

8b 

10 
8 

10e 

10 

6 
8 

10 
8 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

®The name by which the drug is most frequently prescribed, 

''index only. 
c Monographs. 

^Introductory chapters only. 
eBoth print sizes used throughout book. 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

drug classes in that a therapeutic category includes all drug classes which could be 

used to treat a particular disease. The therapeutic category "antibiotics" includes 

all penicillins, erythromycins, tetracyclines and cephalosporins. 
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Another characteristic of a consumer drug information book which is a 

matter of personal preference is the format used to present the drug information. 

Specific information may be located more readily if section headings are used in 

combination with an outline framework. Narrative presentations however, may 

necessitate several rereadings of an entire monograph to locate specific 

information. As in the case of text organization, the format used to present drug 

information can quickly be determined by flipping through the drug monograph 

section of a book. 

The formats used to present drug information vary from book to book. 

Over one-half of the books evaluated present the information using a narrative 

style exclusively. Several books consistently use an outline arrangement in 

presenting the information. The Gossel and Pawlina books, and the PDR use a 

combination of the outline and narrative formats. 

General Topics Discussed 

Consumer drug information books present a variety of general information 

about drug therapy. Consumers may want "extras" such as discussions of common 

disease states, pictures of frequently-prescribed drugs, glossaries of medical terms 

or instructions on reading a prescription. Provision of some of these features, such 

as full-color plates of selected drugs, may add to the cost of producing a book. The 

importance of these various types of information will vary from person to person. 

Consumers are advised to review an entire book by checking the Table of Contents 

or the Index, or by flipping through the entire book to see what types of 

information are provided. 

Categories of additional information included in Table 17 were selected 

partly from among those areas seen most frequently during the initial book 
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selection process. Other areas were selected based on their importance to the 

consumer's health. 

The whole idea behind purchasing a consumer drug information book is for 

the patient to have ready access to information about the medicines he or she is 

taking. Some topics apply to all medicines, and a consumer drug information book 

should be expected to provide a discussion of these topics. General information 

may include such topics as the benefits of medicines weighed against the risks 

associated with them, how to prevent adverse drug reactions, why drug doses vary 

from person to person, and drug use in special populations (the elderly, children or 

pregnant women). 

This information is intended to aid the patient by suggesting ways in 

which he or she can help to optimize drug therapy. A book was credited with 

discussing the use of medicines in general if this information was provided in a 

separate section of the book or if the information was presented for each drug 

discussed. 

Most of the books evaluated provide some general discussion on 

medication use. This includes information on timing of doses, use of different 

dosage forms, storage instructions, etc. 

Generic drugs have received a lot of attention in the lay press in recent 

years. Consumers have been encouraged to request that their physicians prescribe 

medicines using the generic name. This would enable the pharmacist to provide the 

lowest-priced equivalent of a brand-name medicine. The manufacturers of the 

brand-name drugs of course, fought to prevent so-called "substitution laws" in 

order to guarantee a market for their products after the seventeen-year patent 

period expires. Many states however, have passed laws which permit the 
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pharmacist to substitute a lower-priced generic drug, even if the physician 

prescribes the drug using the brand name. 

A related issue has recently emerged in California. If a pharmacist would 

normally mark up the price of a brand-name drug by 40%, he or she was prohibited 

from charging more than a 40% mark-up on the generic equivalent. Because 

pharmacists could not make more money on the generic product than on the brand-

name product anyway, they would stock only the brand-name product to control 

overhead costs. To encourage pharmacists to dispense lower-priced generic drugs, 

the rules governing generic drug pricing in California have been changed. 

Presently, a pharmacist is permitted to charge a greater percentage mark-up on a 

generic drug product than he or she would charge for the generic equivalent. This 

can be done as long as the generic drug dispensed still costs the patient less than 

the brand-name equivalent would have cost. 

There are other issues involving the use of generic drugs which the 

consumer should consider. Bioequivalence is probably the issue which has received 

the most coverage, due in large part to the efforts of the manufacturers of brand-

name drugs. Some medicines do differ in composition from manufacturer to 

manufacturer; although the active ingredient is the same, the other components 

which go into the tablet or capsule vary. As a result, different amounts of the 

active ingredient may reach the bloodstream. For drugs such as digoxin (Lanoxin ) 

or phenytoin (Dilantin ), changing products from refill to refill can result in a 

patient receiving either too much or too little drug, possibly requiring an unplanned 

trip to the physician or hospital. 

Another brand-generic issue which receives a lot of press from time to 

time is the area of unapproved drugs. Manufacturers of generic drugs must 

demonstrate that their product is as safe and effective as the brand-name 
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equivalent before receiving approval from the FDA to market the generic product. 

Many companies make generic drugs, and all must adhere to this regulation. Drugs 

which are sold to pharmacies or hospitals which have not been approved are 

generally seized by the FDA, and these actions make national headlines. 

Consumers should ask their physician or pharmacist about whether or not 

their prescription medicines are available generically. Some consumer drug 

information books will also have this information. If the drug is available 

generically, the patient should find out from his or her physician whether any 

problems could arise from the use of of the generic equivalent. There may indeed 

be a good reason why a physician wishes a patient to receive a particular brand of 

the medicine prescribed. 

Several of the books evaluated offer advice about requesting generic 

drugs. Few books explain the relationship between brand-name drugs, generic 

drugs and patent laws, and fewer still discuss problems with bioequivalence. No 

book discusses current State or Federal laws or regulations governing price mark

ups on generic drugs by the pharmacist. 

Consumer drug information books may also contain price lists. To 

reiterate the word of caution about relying on these price lists: With today's rate 

of inflation coupled with manufacturers1 almost quarterly price increases, the lists 

presented are very much out-of-date, and should never be referred to when 

considering drug costs. Generic drugs have also gone up in price, sometimes to a 

greater extent than their brand-name equivalents. This could significantly 

decrease the differences in cost between a generic product and a brand-name 

product. 

The ASHP book discusses in some detail the aspects of drug development 

which contribute to the price of a prescription. Burack and both of Graedon's 
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books provide lists of drug prices which are subject to the limitations described in 

the previous paragraph. 

The patient has a right to know whether or not the medicine he or she has 

been prescribed is capable of doing the job for which it was intended. Consumer 

groups are publicizing now more than ever those drugs which have not been found 

by the FDA to be effective in treating the ailment(s) indicated by the 

manufacturers. Consumers in doubt as to the effectiveness of the medicines which 

they are using should consult their physicians. 

Bressler and Graedon (1976) are the only books which mention that certain 

drugs have not been found to be effective by the FDA. Bressler presents this 

information in a very matter-of-fact manner while Graedon allows his emotions to 

temper his comments. 

A patient's participation in decisions about his or her own health is a 

primary reason for the existence of consumer drug information books. The 

consumer should be encouraged to work with the physician, pharmacist and others 

who provide health care. In this manner, the consumer has a greater understanding 

of his or her disease or problem, the alternatives for dealing with the malady, and 

why certain decisions are being made. 

Almost all of the books evaluated discuss how the patient should interact 

with his or her physician in order to optimize therapy. Interestingly, no book 

written solely by a physician(s) mentions pharmacist-patient interactions. Burack 

actually goes so far as to attack the concept that the pharmacist can contribute 

any more to patient care than counting pills or pouring liquids. 

Patients should have an adequate understanding of their disease state. 

This will enable the patient to better appreciate the severity of the disease which 

in turn will help the patient to weigh the risks and benefits of drug therapy against 
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the risk of no therapy. The patient may also gain a better understanding of how 

appropriate drug therapy can help to alleviate the symptoms of a disease or cure 

the disease, and why or how certain adverse effects occur. By reading a general 

discussion of the disease state provided in a consumer drug information book, the 

patient may also identify questions about his or her disease that had not been 

considered previously. 

Less than one-half of the books evaluated provide general discussions on 

diseases states or therapeutic categories of drugs. Only Burack and Long make 

mention of drugs of choice for specific disease states, and Burack's discussion is 

based strictly on his own medical opinion (A point to which he readily admits.). 

"Other Topics Presented in Consumer Drug Information Books," Table 18, 

covers topics with less direct impact on a patient's health. Almost all books 

provide instructions on how to use the books. Some books offer discussions on how 

to read a prescription. Books may also provide tables of drug information, color 

plates for drug identification, glossaries of medical terminology, family medication 

records or health history forms, instructions for treating household poisonings, lists 

of the most freqently prescribed drugs from the year of publication, etc. As 

mentioned earlier, the consumer should review the entire book being considered 

before making a decision to purchase it to determine the variety and usefulness of 

the information provided. 

Indexing 

The manner in which the information in a consumer drug information book 

is indexed should be a consideration when selecting such a book for home use. 

Indexes may be skeletons, listing only drug names, or very complete, listing almost 

every topic discussed in the book. A potential buyer should quickly skim the index 
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of the book under consideration to determine how easily specific information can 

be located. Again, if no index is used, a determination should be made as to text 

organization and the ease with which specific drugs of interest can be located. 

Credit was given for every category of indexing used within a book. With 

the exception of Pawlina, all of the consumer drug information books are indexed 

both by a drug's brand name(s) and generic name(s). Pawlina, which is no longer in 

print, has no index; rather, drug monographs are arranged alphabetically by generic 

name. Books which organize the drug monographs by disease state categories index 

drugs by therapeutic category as well as disease state, generic name and brand 

name. The Burack, Graedon and Jones books also index general topics discussed in 

their respective texts. Graedon and Jones index authors whose works are cited in 

their books, and Graedon even indexes research institutions cited in his books. 

Refer to Table 19. 

Readability 

A consumer drug information book is like any Do-It-Yourself book. No 

matter how much information is provided, the book is of little use if the purchaser 

cannot understand the concepts presented. The results in this section are intended 

to aid the consumer in determining whether the level at which a test book is 

written is compatible with the consumer's reading ability. 

The readability scores for the books evaluated appear in Table 20. The 

entries represent the number of one-syllable words in the first 150-word passage of 

each drug monograph. An exception to this is the USPC book, About Your 

Medicines. As a matter of interest, word counts were conducted for both the 

"Drug Information for the Health Care Provider" and the "Advice for the Patient" 

volumes which make up the 1983 USP PI, the standard drug information reference 
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TABLE 19 

Indexing of Consumer Drug Information Books 

Author 

AS HP 

Bressler 

Burack 

Evans 

Gossel 

Graedon 
(1976) 

Graedon 
(1980) 

Jones 

Long 

Pawlinaa 

PDR 

Silverman 

Stern 

USPC 

X 

X 

X 

General 
Subject 

X 

X 

X 

Generic 
Name 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Brand 
Name 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Disease 
State 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Thera
peutic 

Category 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

aNo index. 
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TABLE 20 

Readability: Number of One-Syllable Words 
per 150-Word Passage 

3 T3 O t-

t-
.2 « 
Q £ 
O 3 
t-. TD >> 

£-£1 

O 
+*» 

Qi 
O 
E 

Pi 
T3 

•s 
a* 

o 
E 
5 PS 
CO 
l/l 
a •*-> 
o 

PL) 

cd t* •M 
a a> 
ca 

PS 
x <u 
c 
o • CH 
CO 
CO D Eh 

o O 
o 
E-

> 
c 
3 • 
V * w*4 
c 
Q) 

cu 

a> 
c 
w 

O j O c 
E 
< 

P 
tt) 
+ 1 
§ a> 

ASHP 85 96 100 * 87 83 88 79 80 74 82 85.4+ 
7.8 

Bressler 80 60 51 75 44 49 57 44 59 58 40 56.1+ 
12.6 

Burack 77 89 82 * 88 70 * * * 78 88 81.7+ 
7.1 

Evans 113 111 96 * * 85 * * * 104 96 100.8+ 
10.4 

Gossel 93 93 86 99 93 89 87 85 81 91 88 89.5+ 
4.9 

Graedon 93 92 86 * 81 83 * 8 83 84 86.0+ 
(1976) 4.7 
Graedon 97 95 91 • * 81 85 * 83 101 86 89.9+ 
(1980) 7.2 
Jones 89 80 89 * 85 91 81 + 82 92 76 85.0+ 

5.6 
Long 106 81 82 88 87 84 85 81 89 85 86 86.7+ Long 

6.9 
Pawlina 83 75 67 * 84 67 80 * * 88 71 76.9+ 

8.1 
PDR 77 66 76 69 65 61 83 68 68 67 63 69.4+ 

6.6 
Silverman 109 90 95 * 82 76 85 * 72 78 * 85.9+ 

12.0 
Stern 97 70 70 92 72 81 75 * 73 75 * 78.3+ 

9.8 
USPCa 87 97 95.5 105 101 95 100 83.5 94 100 93 95.5+ 

6.2 

a Based upon two 150-word passages from each monograph. 
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source for use in counseling patients. From these counts it was discovered that the 

information appearing in the second volume ("Advice for the Patient") appears 

verbatim in the drug monographs of the USPC's About Your Medicines. It was also 

discovered that the "Before Using This Medicine" and "Proper Use of This 

Medicine" section of each drug monograph is almost identical in content from drug 

to drug. Because of these findings, the decision was made to count the number of 

one-syllable words in 150-word passages from both the "Before Using This 

Medicine" and "Proper Use of This Medicine" sections from each monograph. The 

table entries for each drug monograph from the USPC book represent an average 

count from these two sections. 

The mean number of one-syllable words for each book was calculated 

from the table entries for each drug. These mean values were then used in the 

Caylor formula (Klare 1974) to obtain a Reading Grade Level (RGL), shown in 

Table 21. 

The mean RGL's and associated standard deviations are shown. Each 

standard deviation should be thought of in the same units as the associated mean. 

As in Table 20, a high standard deviation in Table 21 signifies that a book has 

uneven readability. 

The lowest RGL and the highest RGL were calculated for each book and 

the differences between these values were calculated. These ranged from an 

eighth grade level for the introduction in Evans to college senior level (sixteenth 

grade) for Bressler's discussion of aminophylline. 

To provide the reader with a better appreciation of the practical 

significance between a low RGL and a high one, two passages were selected which 

are written at very different levels of readability. The first passage, written at 



TABLE 21 

Readability: Reading Grade Level (RGL) Required 
to Understand Consumer Drug Information Books& 

Mean 
NOSWb 

Mean 
RGL 

+ SD 
RGLC 

Lowest 
RGL 

Highest 
RGL 

Range 
Width 

ASHP 85.4 11.0 0.9 9.4 12.3 2.9 

Bressler 56.1 14.3 1.4 11.6 16.0 4.4 

Burack 81.7 11.4 0.8 10.6 12.7 2.1 

Evans 100.8 9.3 1.2 8.0 11.1 3.1 

Gossel 89.5 10.6 0.5 9.5 11.5 2.0 

Graedon 
(1976) 

86.0 11.0 0.5 10.2 11.5 1.3 

Graedon 
(1980) 

89.9 10.5 0.8 9.3 11.5 2.2 

Jones 85.0 11.1 0.6 10.3 11.6 1.3 

Long 86.7 10.9 0.8 8.8 11.5 2.7 

Pawlina 76.9 12.0 0.9 10.8 13.1 2.3 

PDR 69.4 12.8 0.7 11.3 13.7 2.4 

Silverman 85.9 11.0 1.3 8.4 12.5 4.1 

Stern 78.3 11.8 1.1 9.8 12.7 2.9 

USPC 95.5 9.9d 0.7 8.9 11.2 2.3 

aBased upon formula by Caylor, et aL (Klare 1974). 
dNOSW = Number of one-syllable words per 150 words for drugs discussed. 
cStandard deviation expressed as reading grade level. 

When "medicine" is counted as the one-syllable word "drug", RGL = 9.5 
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eighth grade level, is from Evans' discussion of hypokalemia associated with the use 

of HydroDiuril^: 

Water will follow the sodium and chloride out of the blood to rebalance 
osmotic pressure. However, at the same time, they pump potassium out 
of the body. Sometimes, when they are given in too large amounts or too 
often, they pump out more potassium than is good for your body to lose. 
Under these circumstances your heart action can be altered quite a bit 
and you can feel wrung out, weak and a bit peculiar. 

The second passage, written at college level, is from Bressler's discussion of 

hypokalemia also associated with the use of HydroDiuril : 

Hypokalemia-May develop, especially with brisk diuresis, concomitant 
corticosteroid or ACTH therapy, interference with adequate 
oral intake of electrolytes, or in the presence of severe 
cirrhosis; may be minimized by including potassium-rich foods 
in the diet, or if necessary, with potassium supplements. 
Hypokalemia may result in digitalis toxicity. 

Rating and Ranking of Books by Mean Reading Grade Level 

Books are rated using ordered categories and are displayed using a 

technique similar to that used in Consumer Reports, a magazine published by 

Consumers' Union. Consumers' Union is a nonprofit organization which accepts no 

money for advertising, and is dedicated to providing consumers with information 

and counsel on consumer goods. 

Table 22 lists the ratings, rating levels, mean RGL's and relative rankings 

of the test books according to mean readability. The "Excellent" rating is reserved 

for 

those books whose mean readability is consistent with the average reading ability 

of the population, eighth grade. No books evaluated were rated as 

excellent. The USPC book and Evans were rated as "Very Good," requiring a 

ninth grade reading ability to understand. 
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The USPC book was the only consumer drug information book evaluated to 

use the word "medicine" instead of the word "drug." When the average RGL was 

TABLE 22 

Ratings and Rankings of Consumer Drug Information Books 
by Readability as Mean Reading Grade Level (RGL) 

Rating Level Book RGL Ranking 

Excellent 8.9 

Very Good 9.0 to 9.9 Evans 9.3 1 Very Good 
USPC 9.9 2 

Good 10.0 to 10.9 Graedon (1980) 10.5 3 
Gossel 10.6 4 
Long 10.9 5 

Fair 11.0 to 11.9 ASHP 11.0 6 ,  7 , 8  
Graedon (1976) 11.0 6 ,  7 , 8  

Silverman 11.0 6 ,  7 , 8  
Jones 11.1 9 

Burack 11.4 10 
Stern 11.8 11 

Poor 12.0 to 12.9 Pawlina 12.0 12 
PDR 12.8 13 

Very Poor 13.0 Bressler 14.3 14 

recalculated for the USPC book counting "medicine" as a one-syllable word, the 

RGL dropped from 9.9 to 9.5. When taking into account standard deviations for 

the USPC book and the Evans book, the two end up being essentially the same in 

readability whether or not the word "medicine" is counted as a one-syllable word 

or a multi-syllable word. 
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The most difficult book to read without question is Bressler's book with an 

average RGL of 14.3 (college level). The only other book found to require greater 

than a high school education to understand was the PDR (RGL - 12.8). It is 

interesting that this particular book remains popular with the public despite the 

apparent difficulty the average consumer should experience in trying to understand 

the information presented. 

Gossel, Graedon (1980) and Long require approximately a tenth grade 

reading ability to understand, and were rated as "Good." ASHP, Graedon (1976), 

Jones and Silverman were rated as being more difficult than the books immediately 

preceeding them, and all had Caylor RGL scores of approximately eleven. These 

books therefore, along with Burack and Stern, were assigned a rating of "Fair." 

Pawlina and the PDR were rated as having poor readability. Bressler, written at 

the level of a college textbook, is rated as "Very Poor." 

Rating and Ranking of Books By Width of Reading Grade Level Range 

Consumers considering a drug information book for home use should be 

alert for variations in readability witnin a book. The introduction to test books 

were found to be generally written at a more readable level than were the drug 

monographs (Table 19). It would not be advisable for a consumer to skim the 

introduction only when making a readability estimation of a book. In this section, 

test books are rated and ranked according to the difference between the most 

readable and the least readable passages reviewed. A wide variation in reading 

levels to required understand a drug information book may not be as important to 

the college graduate as to the consumer with less than a high school education. 

The results in Table 23 therefore are only meant to serve as a guide, reminding 
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those consumers with lower reading abilities to skim many sections of a drug 

inforamation book to insure that all sections are easily understood. 

Rating levels were designed to make the range of each level as equal with 

the ranges of other levels as possible. Silverman, whose book is written at a mean 

RGL of about twelth grade, has a standard deviation of + 1.3 RGL's. This large 

standard deviation indicates that the book has uneven readability; the RGL may 

vary from a low of 8.4 (approximately eighth grade) to a high of 12.5 (high school-

TABLE 23 

Ratings and Rankings of Consumer Drug Information 
Books by Width of Readability Range 

RGLa 

Rating Level Book Range Width Ranking 

Excellent 1.0 

Very Good 1.1 to 1.6 Graedon (1976) 1.3 1 , 2  Very Good 
Jones 1.3 1 ,2  

Good 1.7 to 2.4 Gossel 2.0 3 
Burack 2.1 4 

Graedon (1980) 2.2 5 
USPC 2.3 6 , 7  

Pawlina 2.3 6 , 7  
PDR 2.4 8 
Long 2.7 9 

Fair 2.5 to 3.2 ASHP 2.9 10, 11 
Stern 2.9 10, 11 
Evans '3.1 

S. 
12 

Poor 3.3 to 3.9 
i 

Very Poor 4.0 Silverman 4.1 13 Very Poor 
Bressler 4.4 14 

A 
RGL - Reading Grade Level from Caylor formula (Klare 1974). 
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college level). Some portions of Silverman's book will therefore be very readable 

to the average consumer while other parts will be very difficult to understand. 

Silverman, along with Bressler at a RGL range width of 4.4, received ratings of 

"Very Poor" for this area. Graedon (1976) and Jones are rated as very good, each 

with an RGL range width of 1.3 RGL's. These books vary little in readability from 

section to section throughout the books. 

Completeness; Number of Drugs Covered By Each Book 

The total number of drugs covered by a consumer drug information book is 

a point to be considered when selecting such a book. While a patient may be 

prescribed one of several thousand drugs, a consumer drug information book may 

only provide data on a few hundred drugs (or even fewer). Books which contain 

monographs about 1000 drugs are more likely to include a drug a patient is 

receiving than books covering only two hundred drugs. 

Of course, it would be unreasonable to expect a consumer drug 

information book to contain data about every drug currently on the market; few, if 

any drug information books for health care providers even do this. Many books 

therefore selectively include those drugs which tend to be most frequently 

prescribed. Each spring, the professional pharmacy journal Pharmacy Times 

provides a listing of the 200 most frequently prescribed drugs from the previous 

year. Also included is a list of approximately the twenty-five most frequently 

prescribed generic drugs from the previous year. Authors of consumer drug 

information books may use this list to determine which drugs should be included in 

their books. 

In this study, two drugs were selected at random from each quarter of the 

200 most frequently prescribed drugs from 1980, and two from the list of most 
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frequently prescribed generic drugs. Those test books which do not contain all ten 

study drugs are less likely to include information about a consumer's next 

prescription than those books which do include all drugs in this representative 

sample. 

A consumer is bound to run across the situation from time to time in 

which a drug he or she has been prescribed is not included in even a very complete 

drug information book. In these cases, the consumer can always contact his or her 

physician or pharmacist for additional information if it is desired. 

The total number of drugs listed in each book was determined by counting 

the approximate number of generic drug entities listed in the index of each book, 

or monographed in each book. The number of study drugs listed includes only those 

drugs for which monographs were provided. For example, Graedon (1976) includes 

Pavabid in a price list only, so no credit was given for including the drug. 

Table 24 lists the number of study drugs covered in each test book and the 

approximate number of generic drugs listed in the index or monographed in each 

book. There seems to be no association between the total number of drugs covered 

and the number of study drugs included in each book. Gossel covers fewer than 200 

total drugs and the PDR covers more than 1200, yet both books contain information 

about all ten study drugs. Evans, on the other Kand, includes information about 

over 300 different drugs, yet includes only five of the ten study drugs. 
O 

The most frequently-missing study drug is Timoptic . This drug was 

released in this country in 1978, so books written before this year would obviously 

not include information about it; however, only The People's Pharmacy and 

Burack's Handbook were written before 1978. Evans' book was published in 1978, 

and so would not logically be expected to include this drug either. It is likely that 
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the remainder of the books which do not include this product disregard it because it 

is an eye drop rather than a medicine taken by mouth. 
TJ 

Tussionex is frequently not included either. A combination of hydrocone 

(Hycodan1*) and phenyltoloxamine resin complexes, many books which do not 
p -p 

include Tussionex also do not include Hycodan . Other books however, will 
D p 

include Hycodan and exclude Tussionex , but include both sulfamethoxazole and 
p 

Septra , a combination of sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim. There is no 

consistent pattern for inclusion or omission of combination products. 

R R. In all cases in which more than Timoptic and Tussionex are excluded, 
D p 

Pavabid , Septra or aminophylline are the additional missing drugs. All books 
p p 

evaluated contained information aobut HydroDiuril , Librium , potasium 

supplements and penicillin VK. 

Rating and Ranking of Books by Total Number of Drugs Listed 

Table 25 displays the rating, rating level, approximate number of generic 

drugs listed and relative rankings for all books evaluated based upon the number of 

generic drugs included in each book. The PDR and Bressler, ranked first and 

second, respectively, were rated as excellent, listing over 500 different drugs. The 

USPC book and Evans received a "Very Good" rating by including 300-499 drugs. 

Pawlina, the ASHP book, Stern, Long and Graedon's books were "Good," including 

200-299 drugs. Gossel, Silverman, Jones and Burack were "Fair" by listing 100-199 

drugs. No test book listed fewer than 100 drugs, so none were rated as "Poor" or 

"Very Poor." 

Rating and Ranking of Books by Number of Study Drugs Included 

Table 26 includes the rating, rating level, number of study drugs covered 

and the relative ranking of each consumer drug information book evaluated based 
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TABLE 24 

Completeness: Number of Study Drugs and Approximate 
Number of Generic Drugs Included 

Approximate 
Number of Number of 

Study Drugs Generic Drugs 
Included Discussed 

ASHP 9 240 

Bressler 10 700 

Burack 6 175 

Evans 5 300 

Gossel 10 195 

Graedon 
(1976) 

6 200 

Graedon 
(1980) 

7 200 

Jones 7 200 

Long 10 210 

Pawlina 7 246 

PDR 10 1 ,20 0  

Silverman 7 195 

Stern 8 224 

USPC 10 400 
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on the number of study drugs included. Those books which cover all ten study 

drugs, Bressler, Gossel, Long, the PDR and USPC are all ranked as equal and rated 

as excellent. These books are very likely to include a consumer's next prescription 

medicine. 

ASHP's Consumer Drug Digest is the only book evaluated which contains 

nine of the ten study drugs, omitting Timoptic**. Receiving a rating of "Very 

Good," this book is also very likely to include the next drug a consumer is 

prescribed. 

Books containing eight of the ten drugs studied, Jones and Stern, were 
•D 

rated as good. Both books excluded Tussionex from their books. Jones does not 

R include Timoptic , the most frequently omitted drug, and Stern does not include 

aminophylline. Consumers interested in a specific drug should carefully checkthese 

books to insure that the drug is included. These books are less likely to include a 

consumer's next prescription than books receiving higher ratings. 

Graedon (1980), Pawlina and Silverman all received a rating of only "Fair" 
D D 

by excluding Timpotic , Tussionex and one other drug. A consumer runs a 

progressively greater risk of not finding his or her next prescription drug included 

in these books. 

Burack and Graedon (1976), both published in 1976, include only six of the 
p 

ten study drugs. Timoptic was released after these books were published, and 
p 

Tolectin was released the same year that these books were printed. The other 

missing drugs were released well before these books were written. Both of these 

books received a rating of "Poor," and are very likely to not include information 

about a consumer's next prescription. This possibility becomes more likely as each 

book becomes older. 
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TABLE 25 

Ratings and Rankings of Consumer Drug Information Books 
by Completeness of Total Number of Generic Drugs 

Rating Level Book 

Number of 
Generic Drugs 

Listed Rankin] 

Excellent 500 PDR 1,200 1 
Bressler 700 2 

Very Good 300 to 499 USPC 400 3 Very Good 
Evans 300 4 

Good 200 to 299 Pawlina 246 5 
ASHP 240 6 
Stern 224 7 
Long 210 8 

Graedon (1976) 200 9, 10 
Graedon (1980) 200 9, 10 

Fair 100 to 199 Gossel 195 11,12 
Silverman 195 11,12 

Jones 185 13 
Burack 175 14 

Poor 50 to 99 

Very Poor 0 to 49 
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TABLE 26 

Ratings and Rankings of Consumer Drug Information Books 
by Number of Study Drugs Covered in Each Book 

Number of 
Rating Level Book Study Drugs Ranking 

Excellent 10 Bressler 10 1,2,3,4,5 
Gossel 10 1,2,3,4,5 
Long 10 1,2,3,4,5 
PDR 10 1,2,3,4,5 
USPC 10 1,2,3,4,5 

Very Good 9 ASHP 9 6 

Good 8 Jones 8 7,8 
Stern 8 7,8 

Fair 7 Graedon (1980) 7 9, 10, 11 
Pawlina 7 9, 10, 11 

Silverman 7 9, 10, 11 

Poor 6 Burack 6 12, 13 
Graedon (1976) 6 12, 13 

Very Poor 5 Evans 5 14 
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Evans' book presents an interesting case. Although over 300 generically-

different drugs are listed in the index, only five of the ten study drugs are covered. 

This book received a rating of "Very Poor" for this latter reason. The consumer 

would be strongly advised to check this book thoroughly for specific drugs of 

interest. It may or may not contain information about a consumer's next 

prescription. 

Completeness of Drug Monographs 

In 1976, The American Society of Hospital Pharmacists proposed thirteen 

points which members felt should be included in discussions with patients about 

their medicines. These points were developed and adopted through professional 

consensus among pharmacists from across the nation. 

By discussing all of the points with their physicians or pharmacists, 

consumers will receive information which will help to optimize their drug therapy 

and help prevent unplanned visits to the physician or hospital. The greater the 

number of these points discussed in a consumer drug information book, the more 

the instructions received from the physician and pharmacist can be reinforced. 

Points that may have been overlooked can also be presented, and the consumer may 

be able to identify questions about the prescribed medicine(s) which he or she 

would not have otherwise considered. 

Completeness was measured for each drug monograph as described in 

Chapter 3. Only those drugs covered in a book were used to calculate the mean 

and standard deviations. Missing study drugs have already been accounted for in 

the previous section. 

The values given in Table 27 show the completeness of each drug 

monograph relative to the corresponding monographs in both volumes of the USPDI. 
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The USP PI was awarded a score of 100% coverage of the thirteen points proposed 

by ASHP (1976). Because the USP PI was defined as the standard professional 

reference for counseling patients about their medicines, no test book was awarded 

points for containing information not found in the USP PI. Points were deducted 

for each omission of information appearing in the standard reference. 

The mean monograph completeness scores range from a high of 76.7 i 4.2 

for the USPC book to a low of 21.4 ± 10.8 for Graedon (1976). It was reported in 

the section of this chapter on Readability that the information contained in volume 

two of the USP PI, "Advice for the Patient," is almost identical to the information 

contained in About Your Medicines. The two publications differ however, in that 

About Your Medicines includes information about only the 400 or so most 

frequently prescribed drugs whereas "Advice for the Patient" covers well over 1000 

drugs. The other major difference is that the "Advice for the Patient" volume 

contains investigational uses for the drugs covered; About Your Medicines includes 

only F PA-approved uses. 

Based on this second difference, About Your Medicines would be slightly 

less complete than the "Advice for the Patient" volume of the USP PI; however, 

About Your Medicines was compared to the complete two-volume set of the 1983 

USP PI, as were all books evaluated. About Your Medicines excludes much of the 

dosage form information included in the "Prug Information for the Health Care 

Provider" volume of the USP PI, resulting in the average completeness score of 

76.7%. 

The PPR has the largest standard deviation in this analysis. This is 

probably due to the fact that each drug's monograph is prepared by the 

manufacturer of the drug, and the amount of information provided varies from 

manufacturer to manufacturer. 
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TABLE 27 

Completeness of Drug Monographs for Those Drugs 
Covered in Each Consumer Drug Information Book 

G „ « S 
3 oJ Pi E c  ̂ w 
s S I S .2 « I .s g § 
2 .2 & -S « 2 .2 "5 '3 C C 

«n (d O a) 3 O O c Jr 
f f l J H C L « C U M t - t e ' C U < ! S  

USP DI 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

ASHP 70.0 64.1 * 69.7 61.3 73.5 66.7 75.3 70.3 74.0 

Bressler 61.0 65.1 67.5 52.5 70.5 73.6 73.4 79.0 74.6 73.6 

Buraek 33.0 19.1 * 44.3 35.9 * * * 44.7 30.9 

Evans 30.3 31.4 * * 24.5 • * * 29.8 33.4 

Gossel 65.4 55.2 74.4 47.6 49.5 62.4 71.1 73.3 65.8 53.9 

Graedon 36.1 17.2 * * 24.7 17.0 * * 30.3 22.3 
(1976) 
Graedon 43.5 38.9 * * 36.5 29.0 * 60.3 47.7 19.3 
(1980) 
Jones 54.0 61.4 * 60.3 56.8 61.6 * 69.0 58.9 52.1 

Long 75.0 68.7 86.8 68.3 73.2 76.4 77.5 80.7 78.5 68.7 

Pawlina 46.5 35.5 * 41.2 43.2 41.4 * * 55.9 40.1 

PDR 66.0 65.6 80.1 54.7 64.4 85.4 59.7 82.0 70.7 59.3 

Silverman 49.9 54.9 * 63.1 63.8 66.8 * 67.0 63.7 * 

Stern 45.4 44.7 65.6 40.3 48.5 45.1 * 50.8 51.3 * 

USPC 75.8 66.2 81.7 79.1 78.2 75.2 79.3 79.0 75.2 77.0 

Mean 53.7 49.1 76.0 63.4 52.2 59.0 71.3 71.6 58.4 48.0 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
SD 15.4 18.0 8". 4 14.7 17~.5 7". 7 7.2 10.0 15.9 20". 0 

100. 0+ 
0. 0 

69. 4+ 
4. 7 

69. 1+ 
7. 8 

34. 7+ 
9. 5 

29. 9+ 
3. 3 

61. 9+ 
9. 8 

21. 4+ 
10. 8 
39. 3+ 
3. 2 

59. 3+ 
5. 2 

75. 4+ 
5. 9 

43. 4+ 
6. 4 

68. 8+ 
10. 5 
61. 3+ 
6. 4 

49. 0+ 
7. 6 

76. 7+ 
4. 2 

®Scores represent the percentage of information presented in each test book relative 
±o the amount of information appearing in the USP DI. 
DUSPDI not included in calculation of mean. 
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Mean scores for each study drug were calculated across all books in an 

attempt to determine if certain drugs receive greater coverage than other drugs. 

For those drugs covered in all fourteen books, no major differences were seen: 

HydroDiuril1*, 53.7 ± 15.4; Librium**, 49.1 + 18.0; potassium chloride, 52.2 ± 17.5; 

and pencillin VK, 58.4 + 15.9. No meaningful data can be derived from those drugs 

not included in all books. If zeroes are not counted when computing means, several 

scores for these drugs are greater than 70%. This reflects the fact that those 

books including all ten study drugs generally provided very complete monographs 

for all drugs covered. If zeroes are counted for the drugs which are not included in 

all books, several mean scores are near 30%. This method however, does not 

accurately reflect how completely each drug is treated (when it is included). 

Because of the small number of test drugs included in all fourteen test books in this 

study, no meaningful conclusions can be made regarding differences in 

completeness from drug to drug. 

Rating and Ranking of Books by Drug Monograph Completeness 

The consumer drug information books were rated and ranked according to 

monograph completeness, and this is presented in Table 28. Books containing at 

least 70% of the information presented in the USP PI were rated as excellent. The 

USPC book, About Your Medicines, and Long's The Essential Guide to Prescription 

Drugs both received this rating. 

A rating of "Very Good' was awarded to the ASHP book, Bressler, the 

PDR, Gossel and Silverman. All of these books contain 60-69.9% of the 

information found in the USP PI. Jones was found to contain 50-59.9% of the 

information provided by the USP PI, and was rated as "Good." 
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Stern and Pawlina contain less than one-half of the information contained 

in the USP PI and were rated only as "Fair" as a result. Graedon (1980) and Burack 

contain even less information, 30-39.9%, and were rated as poor. 

The least complete monographs were contained in Graedon (1976). This 

book contains less than 30% of the information found in the USP PI. 

Accuracy 

The accuracy of the information presented in a consumer drug 

information book is of paramount importance. Misleading or incorrect information 

could be injurious to a patient, as discussed previously. Claims made about each 

drug presented in a test book were compared to the information contained in the 

USP PI. None of the claims made by authors of the test books are in contradiction 

to the information supplied by the standard professional reference for counseling 

patients about their medicines. As a result, all test books studied are rated as 

attaining the minimum acceptable level of accuracy. 
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TABLE 28 

Ratings and Rankings of Consumer Drug Information 
Books by Completeness of Drug Monographs 

Completeness 
Level as Score as 

Rating a Percent Book a Percent Ranking 

Excellent 70 USPC 76.7 1 
Long 75.4 2 

Very Good 60 to 69.9 ASHP 69.4 3 
Bressler 69.1 4 

PDR 68.8 5 
Gossel 61.9 6 

Silverman 61.3 7 

Good 50 to 59.9 Jones 59.3 8 

Fair 40 to 49.9 Stern 49.0 9 
Pawlina 43.4 19 

Poor 30 to 39.9 Graedon (1980) 39.3 11 
Burack 34.7 12 

Very Poor 30 Evans 29.9 13 Very Poor 
Graedon (1976) 21.4 14 
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TABLE 29 

Summary of Ratings Across Five Factors 
for Consumer Drug Information Books 
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USPC 5 81 P © © © • • 
Long 10 82 M © © © • • 
Gossel 3 81 R-G © © 0 • © 
PDR 15 82 O © © • • © 
ASHP 10 82 P 0 0 © © © 
Bressler 18 81 M o O • • © 
Jones 15 80 M-G 0 © 0 © © 
Graedon 
(1980) 

6 80 R-G © © © 0 © 
Stern 6 81 O 0 0 © © 0 
Graedon 
(1976) 

6 76 R-G 0 © © © O 
Pawlina0 7 79 R © © © 0 0 
Evans 6 78 M-G-0 © 0 © O O 
Silverman 4 79 P 0 o 0 0 © 
Burack 3 76 M 0 © 0 © © 

= Excellent 
: i © =  

Very Good; Good; : Fairj ! Poor; = Very Poor 

?Cost is rounded to the nearest dollar for the least expensive version available. 
M = Physician; R = Pharmacist; G = Graduate Degree in Pharmacology; P = 

Professional Panel; O = Other. 
No longer in print. 



CHAPTERS 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

Fourteen consumer drug information books were evaluated across five 

factors, reviewing in each book ten drugs selected at random from among the top 

200 drugs from 1980. All of the books evaluated were obtained from local libraries 

or purchased at local bookstores. No book evaluated was donated by either an 

author or publisher. 

The mean readability and range of readability within each book was 

assessed. Any consumer book is of little value if the book is difficult for the 

consumer to understand. The mean readability levels of the books evaluated 

ranged from grade nine to college level. The variability of readability within a 

book ranged from less than one grade level to over four grade levels. Some parts 

of these latter books will be more difficult to understand than other parts. The 

books evaluated were rated and ranked according to each aspect of readability 

assessed. 

Completeness of each test book was assessed by investigating the total 

number of drugs listed or monographed, and the number of study drugs included. 

The completeness of each drug monograph was also assessed by comparing the 

amount of information contained about each drug to the data for the same drug 

provided in the USP PI. 

Consumer drug information books which contain information on several 

hundred drugs are more likely to contain information about a consumer's next 
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prescription than are books which contain only one or two hundred drugs. As study 

drugs were selected from a list of the 200 most frequently prescribed drugs in a 

random fashion, a representative sample of drugs which consumers are most likely 

to receive was obtained for review. Consumer drug information books which did 

not contain all ten study drugs are not as likely to include information on a 

consumer's next prescription as those books which did include all ten study drugs. 

One book includes over 1200 generically-distinct drugs while other books 

include fewer than 200 drugs. Less than one-half of the books evaluated contain all 

ten study drugs; one book contains as few as five of the study drugs. No 

association was seen between the total number of drugs listed and the number of 

study drugs covered in a book. All books were rated and ranked based upon the 

total number of study drugs and the number of study drugs included. 

Thirteen areas of drug information necessary for a patient to receive 

optimum drug therapy have been proposed by the American Society of Hospital 

Pharmacists and served as the basis to evaluate the completeness of the drug 

monogrpahs provided by each test book. The amount of information provided about 

each study drug was compared to the amount of information contained in the 1983 

USP PI about the same drug. 

Mean monograph completeness scores ranged from over 75% of the 

information present in the USP PI to less than 30% of the information contained in 

this standard professional reference for counseling patients about their medicines. 

Books were rated and ranked based upon monograph completeness. 

A summary table providing selected demographic data and ratings for 

each book across each of the five factors evaluated is provided in Table 29. 

As no test book contains data explicitly contradictory to the data in the 

USP PI, all were found to possess a minimum acceptable level of accuracy. 
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Conclusions 

1. All consumer drug information books evaluated are written at a level of 

understanding exceeding the eighth grade reading ability of the average consumer. 

Books exhibit a wide variation in readability within a book, and the consumer should 

review several sections of a book to insure that all sections will be easily understood. 

2. Consumer drug information books reviewed vary in the total number of 

drugs listed or monographed. The total number of drugs covered does not seem to be 

associated with the number of study drugs included in each book. No book evaluated 

is as complete as the USP D1 at the drug monograph level. 

3. No book presents claims about a drug which are contradictory to the 

information supplied by the model book, the USP PI. All books evaluated therefore 

meet a minimum acceptable level of accuracy for the drugs reviewed. 

Recommendations 

The importance of each category listed in Table 29 will vary from 

consumer to consumer. In considering a consumer drug information book, a 

purchaser can refer to the ratings provided in the table; however, it is 

recommended that the consumer carefully compare two or three books to 

determine which book has the characteristics most important to him or her. 

The United States Pharmacopeia Convention's About Your Medicines 

possesses the best combination of readability and completeness, receiving "Very 

Good" or "Excellent" ratings in every category. Long's Essential Guide to 

Prescription Prugs was the only other book to receive at least a "Good" rating in 

every category. These two books would be recommended unhesitantly to 

consumers. 
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Further Research 

This study leaves several potential research questions unanswered. For 

instance, what types of persons purchase consumer drug information books in the 

first place? Possibly the average buyer of such books is a well-educated person, 

and these books are indeed being written at an appropriate level of understanding. 

On the other hand, the average buyer of consumer drug information books may be 

of at least retirement age and taking a number of prescription drugs. A 

determination of buyer demographics would be invaluable to authors and publishers 

of consumer drug information books. 

The books evaluated in this study could be given to pharmacists and 

physicians to review and rank in order of preference. The books could then be 

judged by a group of consumers, and these results compared to the results from the 

health professional group. These results could also serve to validate the 

instruments and rating systems used in this study. 

An ambitious project would be to identify a particular patient population 

and to modify Mohammed's comprehension test (Mohammed 1964) to make it 

applicable to that particular group of patients. A large sample of the population 

could be randomly selected and tested for reading ability. Written health materials 

could then be developed or revised based upon the results of these comprehension 

tests. This project needs to be undertaken in the not-too-distant future, especially 

if the issue of patient package inserts is resurrected. 

Finally, the present study could be repeated, evaluating books which 

provide consumer information about nonprescription drugs. 



APPENDIX 1 

PRELIMINARY WORKSHEET FOR CONSUMER DRUG INFORMATION BOOKS 

TITLE: 

AUTHORS: 

PUBLISHER: 

DATE OF PUBLICATION: 

AVAILABILITY: 

BOOKSTORE (NAME): 

PHARMACIES (NAMES): 

OTHER: 

TOPICS COVERED: 

PRODUCT INFORMATION: 

INDICATIONS: 

ADVERSE EFFECTS: 

GENERAL INFORMATION: 

HOW TO USE MEDICINES: 

CHOICE OF PHARMACY: 

PHARMACY SERVICES: 

COST: 

LIBRARY, PUBLIC: 

LIBRARY, AHSC: 

LIBRARY, MAIN: 

CAUTIONS: 

INTERACTIONS: 

PATIENT ACTIONS: 

BRAND-GENERICS: 

PRICES: 

INEFFECTIVE DRUGS: 
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APPENDIX 2 

WORKSHEETS FOR CONSUMER DRUG INFORMATION BOOK DISPLAY 

CHARACTERISTICS AND READABILITY 

BOOK DEMOGRAPHICS 

TITLE: 

AUTHOR(S): PROFESSION(S): 

AUTHOR(S) POSITION(S): 

PUBLISHER: 

BINDING: HARDCOVER SOFT COVER OTHER COST 

NO. OF PAGES: BOOK SIZE: HEIGHT: IN. WIDTH: IN. 

THICK: IN. PRINT SIZE: 

INDEX: BY BRAND? BY GENERIC? 

FORMAT OF DRUG DATA: NARRATIVE OUTLINE OTHER 

LOCATIONS AVAILABLE: 

MALL BOOKSTORE PUBLIC LIBRARY, BRANCHES: 

UNIV BOOKSTORE UNIV LIBRARY, BRANCHES: 

AHSC BOOKSTORE AHSC LIBRARY: 

TARGET AUDIENCE OF BOOK: APPROACH: 

DRUGS ARRANGED BY: BRAND NAME GENERIC NAME 

ALPHABETIC THERAPEUTIC CATEGORY 
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GENERAL TOPICS COVERED: 

INFORMATION ON MEDICATION DISEASE STATES 

USE THERAPEUTIC DRUG 

BRAND-GENERIC ISSUES CLASSES 

PRICES DRUGS OF CHOICE 

INEFFECTIVE DRUGS OTHER: 

PATIENT-MD INTERACTIONS 

PATIENT-RPH INTERACTIONS GENERAL IMPRESSIONS: 

READABILITY 

FORMAT: NARRATIVE: OUTLINE: OTHER 

NUMBER OF WORDS NUMBER OF ONE 

(UP TO 150) SYLLABLE WORDS 

INTRODUCTION OR CHAPTER 1 

HYDRODIURILR 

LIBRIUMR 

TIMOPTICR 

PAVABIDR 

POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 

SEPTRA11 

TUSSIONEXR 

TOLECTINR 

PENICILLIN VK 

AMINOPHYLLINE 



APPENDIX 3 

WORKSHEET FOR COMPLETENESS OF CONSUMER DRUG INFORMATION BOOKS 

THOROUGHNESS 

NAME-

-GENERIC 

-BRAND 

-INGREDIENTS 
IF COMBO 

IN DIC ATIONS-

-ONE WORD 
TERM 

-TERM(S) 
DEFINED 

MECHANISM OF ACTION-

-BRIEF (2) 
EXPLANATION 

-CHARTS/ (2) 
DIAGRAMS 

-EXPECTED (2) 
EFFECTS 

DOSAGE REGIMEN DATA-

-DOSAGE FORMS (2) 

-ROUTE (2) 

(2) 

(4) 

(2) 

(4) 

(2) 
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-STRENGTHS (2) 

-USUAL DOSE (2) 

-DOSE RANGE (2) 

-LOADING DOSE (2) 

-MAINTENANCE (2) 
DOSE 

-CHILD'S DOSE (2) 

-ADMIN. (2) 
SCHEDULED 

-DURATION OF (2) 
THERAPY 

SPECIAL DIRECTIONS-

-PREPARATION (2) 

-TIMING (AC, PC) (2) 

-DOSAGE FORM (2) 

-REFILLS (2) 

d 
5 

° p s 
g S O 
£ m s r. h-4 •—< 
W >-3 H 

PRECAUTIONS, CONTRAINDICATIONS, 
WARNINGS-

-IN PREGNANCY (2) 

-DISEASES (4) 

-WARNINGS (4) 



SIDE EFFECTS-

-NUMBER LISTED (6) 

-INCIDENCE, (6) 
SEVERITY 

SELF-M ONITORIN G-

-CRITERION (2) 
MEASURES 

-EXPLANATIONS (2) 

STORAGE-

-TEMPERATURE (2) 

-EXPIRATION (2) 
DATE 

-OTHER (LIGHT) (2) 

INTERACTIONS-

-DRUG/DRUG (4) 

-DRUG/OTC (4) 

-DRUG/FOOD (4) 

-DRUG/LAB (2) 



PATIENT ACTIONS 

-MISSED DOSE 

-SIDE EFFECTS 

-OTHER 

TOTALS 

CEh 
J 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(100) 

NUMBER OF GENERIC NAMES LISTED IN BOOK 



APPENDIX 4 

ACCURACY WORKSHEET FOR CONSUMER DRUG INFORMATION BOOKS 

ACCURACY 

INFORMATION IS EITHER SUBSTANTIATED (+) OR NOT SUBSTANTIATED (-) BY 

INFORMATION IN THE USP DI OR OTHER CITED MEDICAL LITERATURE. 

HYDRODIURILR 

LIBRIUM11 

TIMOPTICR 

PAVABIDR 

POTASSIUM CL 

SEPTRAR 

TUSSIONEXR 

PENICILLIN VK 

AMINOPHYLLINE ____ 
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